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The Commissioners

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

MARK I CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

To provide the Commission with a status report and the present
staff conclusions relative to the implementation of the subject
program as outlined in the Commission's directives in the staff
requirements memorandum, dated July 11, 1989.

In SECY-89-017, dated January 23, 1989, the staff presented its
findings concerning the Mark I containment performance improvement
(CPI) program. On July 11, 1989, the Commission responded to
those findings by issuing a set of directives to the staff. The
status of the staff's earlier actions relative to the Commission's
directives was summarized in SECY-90-023, dated January 17,
1990.

As stated in SECY-90-023, on September 1, 1989, the staff issued
Generic Letter 89-16 to inform the licensees of boiling water
reactors (BWRs) with Mark I containments, that the Commission
approved one of the staff's recommendations regarding hardening
of the suppression pool vent path for generic implementation.
The remainirg staff recommendations were to be incorporated in
the licensee's Individual Plant Examination (IPE) activities and
were to be considered on a plant-specific basis. Those actions
were incorporated in the IPE program through Generic Letter 88-20,
Supplement No. 1.

In Generic Letter 89-16, the staff requested that the licensees
harden the suppression pool vent path under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59. If a licensee chose not to make the modifications,
it was requested to provide an estimate of the plant-specific
cost of the vent modifications. The staff planned to use these

Contact:
Mohan C. Thadani, NRR
49-21419
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Discussion:

estimated costs to evaluate the cost effectiveness of the
requested modifications, and to determine if a basis existed for
the staff to issue Orders pursuant to the backfit rule, requiring
that the modifications be made.

As stated in SECY-90-023, the licensees for five plants declined
to make the vent modifications. The licensees for the remaining
plants (except the Pilgrim plant) volunteered to make the vent
modifications (Boston Edison Company had previously made the
vent modifications at its Pilgrim facility and was not required
to respond to Generic Letter 89-16). The responses to Generic
Letter 89-16 were summarized in a memorandum, dated November 29,
1989, from Thomas E. Murley to James M. Taylor (Enclosure 1).

This paper summarizes the recent actions taken by the staff
relative to the CPI program, and the current status of
implementation of the modifications. The responses to Generic
Letter 89-16 indicated that all but four affected licensees
(five plants) intended to voluntarily make the vent modifications.
A preliminary examination of the licensees' responses indicated
that the licensees may not have firmly committed to modify the
vents. To clear up the uncertainty in the licensees' responses
to Generic Letter 89-16, the staff requested clarifications from
all licensees for BWRs with Mark I containments. For those
licensees that had indicated ar intent to install modifications,
the staff wrote to ascertain if the licensees' declared intentions
constituted firm commitments. If a licensee's modification
schedule extended beyond Januar 1,993 (the schedule based on
the directive of the Commission,, the staff requested an explanation
for the delay. If the licensee had declined making the modifi-
cations, the staff made it clear that it was conducting backfit
analyses for its plant. Those licensees not volunteering were
also informed that the staff will provide the licensees the
results of the backfit analyses to give them another opportunity
to consider their decisions in light of the results of the
staff's plant-specific backfit analyses. If the licensees
continued to decline to make the modifications, the staff would
require backfits in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR
50.109.

None of the licensees who were planning to modify vents objected
to the staff's understanding that their declared intentions to
make the vent modifications, in fact, constitute commitments to
NRC. The licensees whose schedules extended beyond January
1993 by a few months, provided valid justifications for delays
of a few months in their completion schedules. Niagara Mohawk
Power Corporation tes not yet responded to the staff's letter
dated January 22, 1990. The staff is presently requesting a
prompt response from Niagara Mohawk Corporation for its Nine Mile
Point Unit I facility.
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The staff has completed the backfit analyses for the non-volunteer
licensees' plants. The staff's analyses calculated the reduction
in risk that would accrue from operation of vents for sequences
involving transients associated with the loss of decay heat
removal capability (TW sequences). The staff has also calculated
the benefits of vent operation associated with the averted costs
of cleanup of the site surroundings and the costs of replacement
power. However, the staff has not quantified the small risk
reductions associated with the operation of the vent system for
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) and station blackout
sequences. In addition, the staff has not quantified the
benefits of suppression pool scrubbing for accident sequences
resulting in core melt.

Based on the results of the backfit analyses, the staff has
concluded that the backfits for the five plants are warranted,
because the calculated reduction in risks due to TW sequences
clearly indicates that the installation of the vents will
provide significant added protection of the public health and
safety. Additional increase in protection of the health and
safety of the public would also result from operation of the
vent system for the M1) prevention of severe-accident sequences
other than TW sequences, and (2) mitigation of severe-accident
consequences by scrubbing of the fission products in the suppression
pool when core melts occur. The averted costs to clean site
surroundings and to replace power will be an added incentive for
vent modifications.

During the next few weeks, the staff plans to write to the
licensees of the five plants not currently planning to modify
the vents, summarizing the results of the cost-benefit portion
of the backfit aralyses, and requesting that the licensees
reconsider their decisions in light of the results of the
staff's plant-specific backfit analyses. The licensees will be
given 30 days to respond. After the 30-day period, the staff
will issue Orders requiring backfits for those plants whose
licensees failed to respond or declined to revise their decisions.

The staff's target schedule for achieving the installation of
hardened vent capability on all Mark I facilities was set for
January 1993. The present status indicates that at least 13 of
the 18 plants that will be modified on a voluntary basis will be
modified by January 1993. An additional three plants will be
modified by March 1993. Peach Bottom Unit 3 is presently
scheduled for modification during the Fall 1993 outage, and Nine
Mile Point Unit I is scheduled for modification by March 1994.
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The completion schedule of March 1993 for the three plants is
acceptable to the staff because the licensees have indicated
that their outage schedules have constrained their completion
schedule and because these plants will not be operating during
most of the period between January and March 1993. The staff
will continue to negotiate further improvements in the completion
schedules for Peach Bottom Unit 3 and Nine Mile Point Unit 1.
For the five plants for which the staff has performed backfit
analyses, the modifications will be required to be completed by
January 1993.

As a separate action, the staff has prepared a Draft Generic
Environmental Assessment (DGEA) for the installation and operation
of hardened vents (Enclosure 2). The DGEA will be published in
the Federal Fegister for public comments. The public will have
a 60-day comment period. All comments received in a timely
fashion will be addressed in the Generic Environmental Assessment
before publication in the Federal Register. The DGEA has been
reviewed by the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear
Regulatory Research, and General Counsel. The DGEA is expected
to be published by mid-June 1990.

es M.Ta r
7Eecutive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum from Thomas E. Murley

to James M. Taylor dated
November 29, 1989

?. Draft Generic Environmental Assessment
and Finding of No Significant Impact
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0• UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

NOV 2 9 1989

MEMORANDUM FCF: James M. Taylor, Acting Executive
Lirector for Operations

FROM: Thormas E. Murley, Eirector
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: ?'ARK I CONTAINVMENT PERFOPRM•ANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

As a follow-up to the Commission's directives related to the Mark I ContairMent
improvement Prograh,, the staff issued Generic Letter &9-16 to all holoers
cf licenses Vur reactors with Mark I containments. In this generic letter, the
staff strongly encouraged the licensees to rmake modifications to wetwell vents
to h,ýrden the vert paths. The staff requested that the modifications be made
voluntarily under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. If any licensees elected
nut to make the modifications voluntarily, they were requested to prcvide
their estimates of wetwell vent modification costs, which could be used in the
staff's backfit analyses for the plants of the non-volunteer licensees.

We have now received the licensees' responses to Generic Letter 89-16. Out 0f
17 licensees (24 ur-its), 12 (I units) have indicated that they will, make the
requisite modifications voluntarily. Boston Edison Company (one unit) has
already installed an acceptable wetwell modificatiorn. The remaining four
licensees (five units) have provided the estimates of their costs, and these
estimates will be censidered ir; the staff's backfit analyses for their plants.
The details of the licensees' responses are summarized in the enclosed memorandum.

A review of the implementation schedules provided by the volunteer licenstes
indicates that several licensees will exceed the 3-year timeframe in which tfte
Commission expected the hardened wetwell verit installations to be completed.
The staff plar,s to contact these licernsees and explore the possibility of
earlier implementaticns so that all modificaticns will be completed by January

r. omas E. Murley, Direct r
0 fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
All Regional Administrators

Contact:
M. Thadani, NRR
49-21427

Enclosure .1



MEMORANDUM, FOP:

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WVASHINGTON, D, C. 20555

November 9, 19B9

Thomas E. PMurlev, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

James G. Partlow
Associate Director -or Projects
nffice of Nuclear Reactor Pegulation

FROM:

SUBJECT: LICENSEES' RESPONSES TO GENERIC LETTEP P9-16 RELATED TO
INSTALLATION OF HARDENED WETWELL VENT

We have received responses to Generic Letter 89-16 from all Mark I licensees
except Boston Edison Company which has already installed an acceotable hardened
wetwell vent. Out of the sixteen resoonses received, twelve have indicated
that they will make voluntary modifications to harden the wetwell vent. They
will work with the BWR owner's group to develop desiqn criteria which will be
submitted to the NRC staff sometime in April, 1990. Enclosure I summarizes the
schedules of imolementation for the voluntary installation of hardened vents.
The remaining four licensees have prcvided their estimates of the modification
costs and have indicated that installation of the hardened wetwell vent is not
expected to be cost effective for their facilities. The facilities for which
cost estimatec have been received are (1) Fitzpatrick, (2) Millstone, Unit 1,
(3) nvster Creek, and (4) Dresden, Units 2 and 3. These estimates are
provided alonq with the staff's estimates of benefits in Enclosure 2.

The staff 0i1l perform the backfit analyses for the four non-volunteer
facilities ard prepare backfit orders if the analyses support it.

The rpsponses from the sixteen licensees are included as Enclosure 3.

Ja es G. Partlow
Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures
As stated

cc:
F. Miraqlia
J. Kudrick

cc w/o Enclosure i:
G. Gears
P. O'Connor
J. Stang
C. Shiraki
All NRR ADs

A. Thadani
C. Li

M. Boyle
E. Tourigny
A. Dromerick
D. McDonald
All NRR PDs

C. McCracken
All Regional Administrators

D.
T.
W.
G.
P.

LaBarge
Ross
Long
Suh
Siegel

R. Martin
L. Crocker
NRR Division Directors
M. Fairtile
R. Hall



ENCLOSURE I

SUMMARY OF SCHEDULES FOR VOLUNTARY

HARD VENT MODIFICATIONS AT MAPK T PLANTS

Modification Completion SchedulePlant Name

Browns Ferry I
Irowns Ferry 2
Browns Ferry
Brunswick I
Brunswick 2
Cooper
Duane Arnold
Fermi 2
Hatch 1
Hatch 2
Hope Creek
Monticello
Nine Mile Point 1
Peach Bottom 2
Peach Bottom 3
Cuad Cities 1
t-uad Cities 2
Vermont Yankee

Prior to restart
18 months from restart
Prior to restart
January 1993
January 1993
Sprina of 1993
December 1992
End of 3rd refueling outage (Fall of 1992)
Spring of 1993
Fall of 1992
January 1993
March 1993
March 1994
Fall of 1992
Fall of 1993
January 1993
january 1993
End of 1992 refueling outage



ENCLOSURE 2

LTCENSEES' ESTIMATES OF COSTS OF HARD VENT
INSTALLATION AND STAFF ESTIMATES OF BENEFITS

Fitzpatrick has two RHP loops, two pumps per RHR loop and ore heat exchanger
per RHR loop. With the installation of the hardened wetwell vent, a core melt
frequency reduction of 4.5 x 10- per year was estimated by the staff for the
Fitzpatrick type of plant. The licensee has estimated the modification cost
for hardening the vent to be $680,000; and if the desian were made ac
independent there will be ar additional cost of $70,000.

Millstone, Unit I has one loop oý isolation condenser. The core melt
frequency reduction of 1.4 x 10 " per year was estimated by the staff for the
Millstone, Unit 1 type of plant. The licensee has estimated the cost of
hardeninq the vent to be $1.1 million; and if the desian were made ac
independent there will be an additional cost of $0.7 million.

The Oyster Creek facility has two loo2s of isolation condensers. The core
melt freouencv reduction of 1.4 x 10 per year was estimated by the staff for
the Oyster Creek type of plant. The licensee has estimated the cost of
harderino the vent to be $2.1 million; and if the desiqn were made ac
independent there will be ar additional cost of $0.P million.

Dresden, Units 2 and 3 each haveSone isolation condenser loop. The core melt
frequency reduction of 1.4 x 10" per year was estimated by the staff for the
Dresden tvDe of units. The licensee has estimated the cost of hardening the
vent to be (].0 million per unit; Pnd if the design were made ac independent
there will be an additional cost of $0.5 million per unit.



TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Enclosure 3

CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 3740A

5N 1578 Lookout Place

OCT 3 0 W9
U.S. NLc'ear Rejuatiory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washing::n. D.C. 20555

Gentl emen:

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-259

Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-250
5--296

BRO1WNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) - RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER (GL) 89-16
"INSTALLATION OF HARDENED WETWELL VENT"

On September 1, 1989, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-16 to inform the owners
of Boiling Water Reactor (BSR) plants with Mark I containments of the NRC
program for disposition of the issues related to the Mark I Containment
Performance Imprcvement Program. This letter encouraged utilities to
voluntarily install a hardened vent under 1OCFR50.59.

Our review of SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of the hardenec
vent is the reduction of risk associated with the loss of decay heat removal
sequence. Tnerefore, it is the intention of TVA to install a hardened ven: to
reduce the risk of the loss of decay heat removal sequence at BFN. TVA will
be working with t:e BWR Owners' Group to develop generic design criteria for
the hardened vent. It is anticipated that the generic design criteria will be
available for NRC review by April 30, 1990. Specific design details will be
developed as TVA completes the appropriate portions of the Probabilistic Risk
Assessment for BFN and studies the possibility of systems interaction betwee7
the vent and existing plant design. It is TVA's intent to install tne
harcened vent on Unit 2 during the first scheduled refueling outage after
rescart. This refieling outage is currently scheduled approximately 18 mcntrs
after restart. Such an accelerated schedule will require expedited aoproval
of the B;R Owners' Group generic design criteria and optimum materials
availatility. If difficulties with design or materials develop TVA will
ciscuss the problems and scnedule for the modification with the staff. The
nar:ened vent will be Installed before the restart of Units I and 3.

It is the belief of TVA that the risk of the loss of decay heat removal
seoence is already low. The installation of the hardened vent will further
recuce risk of this sequence and make a significant contribution to closing
Le NRC s Mark I Containment Performance Improvement Program.

The --- e c.ntained in this letter is listed in the enclosure.

An EQual Opportunity EmPloyer



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Please refer any questions concerning this
Site Licensing, (205) 729-3570.

OCT3o0gc

submittal to Patrick P. Carier. BFN

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Mana , Nucleal / icensing
and Regulatory Affairs

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

Ms. S. C. Black, Assistant Director
for Projects

TVA Projects Division
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One While Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Mr. B. A. Wilson, Assistant Director
for Inspection Programs

TVA Projects Division
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia. 30323

NRC Resident Inspector
Browns Ferry-Nuclear Plant
Route 12, Box 637
Athens, Alabama 35609-2000



Enclosure

Commitments Contained In Letter
Hardened Wetwell Vent (Generic Letter EGLI 89-16)

The hardened vent will be installed In BFN Unit 2 during the next refuelingoutage- and before restart for Units 1 and 3.

- W-10ý



CaOlna Power A Ligm Conmay
P 0 Box ¶551 0 ~Aweq. f C 278=

OCT 2 7 1989

SERIAL: NLS-89-291
R A oVArSON

Son.or V'Ce 0,94&ll

NUCOaW Gonqriaoo•

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
A--ENTION: Document Control Desk
"ashington, DC 20555

3RUN'l:SVICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NOS. I AND 2
:6CKET NOS. 50-325 & 50-324/LICENSE NOS. DPR-71 & DPR-62
R-SPC.XE TO GENERIC LETTER 89.16

:.;S:.L..:N OF A HARDENED WETWELL VENT

, 2e.:- 1• emern

,-n Sennember 1, 1989, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-16 to inform the ow,-r.ers
zf E.-R plants with Mark I containments of the .NRC program for disposition C:

:the iss,-ues related to the Mark I Containment Performance Improvement Program.
2. s .e::er encouraged utilities to voluntarily install a hardened vent ;ndCer

eriew.' of SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of :he hardenee
vent Ls the reduction of risk associated with the T; (loss of decay hea-
rc-al.) sequence. Therefore, it is the intention of Carolina Power & '--I

-&L) to install a hardened vent to reduce the risk of the T74
seena e a: :he Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP). CP&L will be .orkl-.

n e 3;ýR Ow-ners' Group to develop generic design criteria for the harIe-.z
vet T- is anticipated that the design criteria will be available for N'RC

-e.e'v !y....-pr i' 30, 1990. Specific design details will be developed as C?&L
zo.-.D.e es "-he appropriate portions of the IPE for BSEP and studies the

oss:Ji v o: systems interaction effects between the vent and existing pis:-
esl.- .-The hardened vent will be installed in BSEP by either January I,

- 2 - dur".g the second refueling outage from the date of this letter,
. e 'e .s 1azer.

t2.e lelef of CP&L that the risk of the TJ sequence is already 1ov The
the hardened vent will further reduce risk of this seouer.ze

...... ... fcant contribution to closing the NRC's Mark I Con:aimrzerýr
: = a:-..ze -:provement Program.

S.cuId have any questions, please contact Mr. Stephen D. Floyd at

Yours very truly,

R. A. Watson

Mr. S. D. Ebneter
r. *. H. Ruland

Mr .. H.Thornburg
Mr. E. 0. Tourigny



Nebraska Public Power District =O

N Nuclear Reculatcrv Corission
At-e-noc: Docl-Mfent Control Desk
Washincton, DC 20555

3ubject: Response to Generic Letter 89-16
nsta='ation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent

looper Nuclear Station
Lo xet c. D D P F, -4 6

.eD•:ener,. ,the 7N tlear Recilatory Commission (NRC) issued Gener.c
eter -•. n~e purpose of CL 9_-16 was to inform the owners of Boilint

•a:er Ree.[,~E r a ants witn rk 1 o .. n.ents of the NRc rrocram fcr
n___ a s Ie issues relate tc o the Mark ' Containment Performance
r--zve-•7'pe7r:e:rar- -. zs cener2c ie-ter encouraged utilities to vo1un:a rv

:-arienec vent under tne provisions of i0 C R. 50.59.

c review -- Ž.W? Eg-:' cv :he BW? _iities indicates thnat the zr:~ar'
narcened vent is tne rec_:ionof risk associated wt.-.n tne iZSs

- eczav eat .-emove" seauence. (W) at boilinc_ water reactors with . . .-
•:.erefcre, -the NebrasKa P'iic ?ower District (the -istzr.z

Sz i ia nartened vent at the Cooper Nuclear Stazion )CNS). 7-e
e workinC with tne BWR Owner's Group to deveop generic desi:n

7rter a 1r the Intainatacn. The District wil- aiso revy upon tne resu-s
--'aiant Examinaticn <IPE) study for CNS, to :dentlfv system

IP:erac: fne:f ects between the hardened vent and the existing plant design.
- ------ aec that :ne cenerio BWR Owner's 3rouz design writerIa w L e
aveaiacle fcr >R review by April 3K, 1990. Distr, si:ct' ndividual Pirt
HXcTMa: 7., scheduled to be su'mitted in October 1991, will inc'ude tne
effects 7.f -nstailing a hardened vent on the Cooper Nuclear Station.
Therefore, since there is no refueling outage scheduled in 1992, the DListrict
ir.tenos to install a hardened wetwell vent at the Cooper Nuclear Station cy

from the 1993 refue.Ing outage, currently scheduled for the spring cf

..- eie- c tne Nebraska Public Power District -hat the r._ oC tn.
--zf zezaa eat removal sequence i.W) is already low. The instailat'on oc

.;e -ard:neC vent may further reduce the risk of this secuence an, w.;
.Z osi-' the NRC's Mark Containment Perforance Improvement

* -.. - - -<u , IM' • • • • ".

• . , , • , .



s I-- -v,- ~-- n any =-.estions concerning thnýs response, please contact thisoff1--e.

½A.TTe'vzrs

manaaer



Iowa Electric Light and Power Company

October 31, 1989

NG-89-2886

Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Station PI-137
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Duane Arnold Energy Center
Docket No: 50-331
OD. License No: DPR-49
Response to Generic Letter 89-16, "Installation of a
Harcened Wetwell Vent"

Reference Generic Letter 89-16, "Installation of a Hardened Wetwell
Vent," dated September 1, 1989

File: A-i10b, A-106a, A-107c, T-23a

ear - ', urley:

a e-•z ...etter (OL) S3-i6 reauested that each licensee with a Mark I containment
rr've your s.a~f with its plans for instal'ation of a haroened ýetwell yen-.
-e nýaýe clectec to proceec with the design and installation of a hardened ver,
'•nce- :•e Dr-vcsions of 10 CPR 50.59.

re lave a :C-:e:tual design of a hardened wetwell vent for the Duane Arnold
:-er~ý-=-a . e ({AEC) that we believe addresses the Commission's concerns for

. f te -isk associated with a TW (Ioss of decay heat removal) accident
seo.u.e-:e. A brief description of this conceptual design is provided in
At ta-:Te,,t 1.

General Office . P 0. got 351 9 Cedar RaDids, Iowa 52406 * 379/398.4411



Dr. Thomas E. Murley
October 31, 1989
NG-89-2886
Page 2

Iowa Electric now
December 31, 1992.
schedules through

anticipates completing the hardened vent installation by
We will keep you informed of our plans, milestones and

the semi-annual updates to our Integrated Plan.

Very truly yours,

Daniel L. Mineck
Manager, Nuclear Division

OLM/BHJ/pjv÷

Attachment

cc: B. Jonnson
L. Liu
L. Root
R. McGaughy
J. R. Hall (NRC-NRR)
A. Bert Davis (Region III)
NRC Resident Office
Commitment Controi #890346



Attachment I to
NG-89-2886

Page I of I

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE DAEC HARDENED WETWELL VENT

Our conceptual design for the hardened wetwell vent will connect the existing
piping in the reactor building for the wetwell purge exhaust to existing piping
in the turbine building for the discharge from the steam packing exhauster (see
Figure 1). The discharge piping for the steam packing exhauster leads to the
plant offgas stack, providing for an elevated release point.

The new piping will be eight inches in diameter and will connect to the wetwell
purge exhaust piping between the existing inboard and outboard torus purge and
vent isolation valves. An additional air-operated outboard isolation valve and
a rupture disk will be installed in the new piping. The design will allow the
vent to operate during station blackout event, i.e., it will be AC independent
commensurate with the duration specified by DAEC's compliance with the station
blackout rule. The new isolation valve will fail-safe on loss of air, but will
have a compressed air accumulator to support valve operation following a loss
of instrument and service air. Controls for the existing inboard isolation
valve will be modified to allow it to be operated indeoe'?cent -f AC zower. Valve
control and position indication will be provided in the control rcom.

The new pioing from the tao on the wetwell purge exhaust piping through the new
isolation valve will be ASME Section III, class 2 and will be seismically
supported. The remainder of the piping will be non-safety grade 150 psig carbon
steel piping.

No additional shielding provisions are envisioned. Also, existing eauipment
for monitoring radiation in the drywelI, wetwell, and offgas stack will provide
capabii'ty for this prooosed installation.
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De1oTir
Edison

*1 AS1004 Sytia

Se- dce -;'esOC'-

6400 NormY C),e *44gnway
Newoofl M~cml,gar 48166
:313 ~'56&AC5

October 20, 1989
NX-89-0216

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Carmission
Attn: Docurent Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

References: 1) Fermi 2
NF Docket No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43

2) NY Generic Letter 89-16,
*Installation of a Hardened
Wetwell Vent', dated
September 1, 1989

Response to Generic Letter 89-16Subject:

This letter is to provide Detroit Edison's response to NIC Generic
Letter 89-16 (Reference 2) which was received on September 7, 1989.
The Generic Letter encourages all plants with Mark I Containments to
voluntarily install a hardened wtwell vent under IOCFR50.59, or
provide a plant-specific cost estinate for inpiementation so that the
NF can perform a plant-specific backfit analysis.

Detroit Edison has decided to proceed with plant modifications to
install a hardened wtwe-l vent under the provisions of 10MR50.59.
Detroit Edison is working with the BWR Owners' Group on the proposed
hardened vent. The estimated schedule for conpletion of these
modifications is the end of our third refueling outage; this schedule
wil be reviewed following determi.nation of the finalized scope.

if you have any questions, please contact Mr. Girija Shukla at (313)
586-4270.

Sincerely,

cc: A. B. Davis
R. C. Knop
W. G. Rogers
J. F. Stang



HL-782
0334V

October 24, 1989

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

PLANT HATCH - UNITS 1, 2
NRC DOCKETS 50-321, 50-366

OPERATING LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5
GENERIC LETTER 89-16

HARDENED VENT

,Oentl emen

On September I, 1989, the NRC staff issued Generic Letter 89-15 :.
inform -me owners of BHR plants with Mark I containments of the N.;
program for disposition of the issues related to the Mark I Containme-,
•erforriance Improvement Program. This letter encouraged licensees to
voluntarily install a hardened vent under 10 CFR 50.59.

Our review of SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of t.e
n.ar:ened vent is the reduction of risk associated with the TH (long teri
'oss of decay heat removal) sequence. It is the intention of Georgia
z-wer Comoany to install a hardened vent to reduce the risk of the T7
seqýrce at Plant E. I. Hatch, Units 1 and 2. Georgia Power Company will
-:ewc with the 8HR Owners Group to develop generic general a-,.

d .esign criteria. It is anticipated that the design criterla
be available for NRC review by April 30, 1990. Specific design

:e.ls will be available as Georgia Power Company completes tne
,-:ro-riate portions of the IPE for Plant Hatch and studies the

zssirility of systems interaction effects between the vent and tne

existing plant design. The hardened vent will be installed on Unit I
e:re startup from the end of cycle 14 refueling outage and on Unit 2

zel:re s~arz.,p from the end of cycle 10 refueling outage.

It ;s .--e belief of Georgia Power Company that the risk of the Tn

secu en :.e is already low. , The installation of the hardened vent will
f.;t:her re:uce risK of this sequence and make a significant contribution
:0 closing the NRC Mark I Containment Performance Improvement Program.
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If you have any questions in this regard, please contact this office.

Sincerely,

W. G. Hairston, III

JKB/eb

c: Georzia Power Company
Mr. H. C. Nix, General Manager - Nuclear Plant
Mr. J. D. Heidt, Manager Engineering and Licensing - Hatch
GO-NORMS

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washington. D.C.
-,Mr. L. P. CrocKer, Licensing Project Manager - Hatch

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II
Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Mr. J. E. Menning, Senior Resident Inspector - Hatch

0334V
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1U2IrC Serve
E~ev, c ana Gas

Stanloy LaSruna 3 a ~a,~x26-c:s~~ ~~s:

October 30, 1989
NLR-N89220

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 89-16
INSTALLATION OF HARDENED WETWELL VENT
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NPF-57
HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354

On September 1, 1989, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-16 to
inform the owners of BWR plants with Mark I containments of the
NRC program for disposition of issues related to the Mark I
Containment Performance Improvement Program. This letter
encouraged utilities to voluntarily install a hardened vent under
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

Our review of SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of
the hardened vent is the reduction of risk associated with the TW
(loss of decay heat removal) sequence. The Hope Creek Generating
Station (HCGS) has an existing six inch hardened vent, the use of
which is currently controlled by Emergency Operating Procedures.
This vent is of sufficient size to reduce containment pressure
and suppression pool temperature to provide adequate venting
capability for the TW sequence.

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) will be working
with the BWR Owners' Group to develop generic design criteria
that address the hardened vent issue. It is anticipated that the
design criteria will be available for NRC review by April 30,
1990. HCGS-specific design details will be reviewed against the
generic criteria established and any upgrades to the existing
six inch vent design will be developed as PSE&G completes the
appropriate portions of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
for HCGS and studies the possibility of system interaction
effects between the proposed upgrades to the vent and existing
plant design.



Doculment Control Desk -2- 10-30-89
NLR-N89220

Based upon NRC acceptance of the generic criteria within 6 months
of submittal by the BWR Owners' Group, any upgrades to our
existing six inch hardened vent will be completed prior to
restart following the second refueling outage from the date of
this letter or January 1, 1993, which ever is later.

It is the belief of PSE&G that the risk of the TW sequence is
already low. Upgrading the existing hardened vent will further
reduce the risk of this sequence and make a significant
contribution to closing the NRC's Mark I Containment Performance
Improvement Program.

Sincerely,

C Mr. C. Y. Shiraki
Licensing Project Manager

MZ. D. K. Allsopp
Resident Inspector

Mr. W. T. Russell, Administrator
Region I

Mr. Kent Tosch, Chief
Bureau of Nuclear Engineering
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection



Ref: NLR-N89220

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
SS.

COUNTY OF SALEM

S. La Bruna, being duly sworn according to law deposes and says:

I am Vice President - Nuclear Operations of Public Service

Electric and Gas Company, and as such, I find the matters set

forth in our letter dated October 30, 1989 , concerning the

Hope Creek Generating Station, are true to the best of my

knowledge, information and belief.

Subscribed and Sworn to. be.foyeme
this ____day of__, 1989

'tar/y Pubi'c of New Jersey

LARAJNE Y. EARD

Noary Pyblic of New Jeeoy

rly oo W" .'"
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Generic Letter 89-016October 21, 1989

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

MONTICELLO NUCLEA!R GENERATING PLANT
Docket No. 50-2ý3 License No. DPR-22

Response to NRC Generic Letter 89-16
installazion of a Hardened Werwell Vent

On Se-tenber , 1989, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-16 to inform the o'ne-•
of Boiling Water Reactor (B*) plants with Mark I containments of Commissiczn
decisions rezarding issues related to the Mark I Containment Performance

improvement Program. Tha: letter encouraged utilities, on their own
inii~ati'e, to install a hardened vent under the provisions of 1OCFR 50.59 and
requested a response within 45 days. This letter provides our response.

C* review oe f SECY 89-017 (Mark I Containment Performance Program), referen:ez
in Generi: Letter 89-016, indicates that the primary, benefit of the hardenet
ven -s :s-e reduction of risk associated with the rJ (loss of decay heat
rec'.:a-, secuence. It is our intention to install a hardened vent to r educe
::.'e risk of the T4 sequence. We will work with the BWR Owners' Group to
develop generic design criteria. It is our intention to develop a plant
specific design, based upon the generic criteria and any appropriate inputs
identified during the Individual Plant £valuation (IPE), which will consist cf
a dedicated vent routed to the cop of the reactor building rather than special
adaptation of existing systems to provide a route to the stack. The hardened
ven: ".il be installed prior to restart following the second refueling ou=zý
fro :the daze of this letter, currently scheduled for March 1993.

j4f.L~
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Northern States Power Company

Director of NRR
October 31
Page 2

We will notify you if we determine
completion schedule as the generic
criteria are being developed.

a need to change our intentions or
criteria, IPE inputs or plant specific

Please contact us if you have any questions related to this issue.

Thomas M Parker
Manager
Nuclear Support Serices

c: Regional Administrator - III:, NRC
NRR Project Manager, NRC
Residenz Inspector, NRC
G Charnoff



NIAGARA MOlAW]KEIOWER CORPIORATION, 301 PLAINF!EL•.OAD SYRACL;SE NY 13212 ELEP•-ONE j'5,47.-5'

October 30, 1989

NMPIL 0447

J.S. Nuclear ;egu!atory Commission
Attn: Document Control Cesk
qasnington, D.:. 20555

Re: Nine Mile Point Unit I
Docket No. 50-220

DPR-63

Centlemen

T1is lette, s n recly to Generic Letter 89-16 dated Septemoer 1, 1989
regarding :ns:-ala:ion of a Hardened Wetwell Vent. tour letter stated that
tne Commission las oirectec the Staff to approve the installation of a
narlened vent unoer :ne orovisions of 10 CFR 50.59 for licensees *no elect to
incoroorate tn's plant improvement, Your letter concludes tnat a reliable
-ar.dened wetwell vent allcws for consideration of coordinatel ac:ident
ianagemrent strategies y proviOing oes4gn capability consistent oith safety
-cjectives.

Niagara Mohawk w411 ensure provisions exist for Wetwell venting at Nine ille
Point Unit No. I by evaluating existing systems for adequacy or performing
lecessary xaccý,cations. The criteria which will be used to perform the
eval..;ationr ,i consider licensing bases and Emergency Operating Procedure
impiementation requirements. Modifications will be installed under the
crovisions of 10 CFR 50.59 utilizing portions of existing systems to the
;reatest e,:ent possible. Our estimated scnedule for installation of
mioaifications. should they be necessary, is the secona refueling outage after
-ur current Outage, which is tentatively scneduled for March 1994.

Very truly yours,

NIAGARA MOHAW.I WRC ORPORATI0N

vice President

Nuclear Engineering and Licensing

7914G
Xc Regional Administrator, Region I

Mr. R. A. Capra, Director
Mr. R. E. Martin, Project Manag W.
Mr. W. A. COOK, Resident Inspector
Records Management



GL 89-16

PHILADELPHIA £LECTRIC COMPANY

NUCLZAR CROUP HEACQUARTERS

95545 CHESTERBRDOK BLVD.

WAYNE. PA I9OC7-5691

1313) *4O4i •0
C. A. MeNSU-L- tal)a.-4ý

EXaCUTIVE VIe: PRES106N, TU4ZC&.rEA

October 30. 1989

Docket Nos. 50-277
50-278

License Nos. DPR-44
OPR-56

U.S. Nuclear Reguatory Commilssion
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 2055!

SUBJECT: Peach Bottwr Aom1c Power :;t(tton, Units 2 and 3

Generic Letter 89416, 1"ns t'M& tior! of a Hardened Wetwell Vent"

Gentl emen:

NRC Generic Le,:ter (GL) 89--1E, "Instal'!aticrv of a Hardened Wetwell Vent,"
dated September 1, A9B9, reau'rec Philacelphia Ele:-ric Company (PECo) to submit a
response which prov-des notlf~catiorn cf our plans :-o, addressing the nardened wetwell
vent issue. GL 89-1.6 drect.d licersees with Mar< " plants to voluntarily proceed
with plant modificat.iýsn and ;rovide an estiliat*!d ;cliedule in the response;
otherwise, provide c(ost estimates fcr implementttl.,n of a hardened vent Dy pipe
replacement for NR: staff us,. in performing Dla:;t-.ipecific backfit analyses.

Our response, :rovided In th.! attacinert, provides notification that we will
proceed oith plant ffodi•ications to iinrrove '.ne current venting capabilities at Peach
Bottom Atomic Power S:a'.ion. The est,.)lishmitit o' criteria and schedule for
assessing and implementing potential modifiction:.; is described in the response.

If you have tny questions, Dr require iddltinal information, please contact
US.

Very truly yours,

Attachment

cc: W. T. Russell, Administrator, Region I, USNRf
T. P. JohnSon, USNRC Seivor Residert Inspe:tD-



ATTACHME 4T

PEACH BOT'OM ATOMIC POWER STATION, UNITS 2 AND 3
RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 89-16

"INSTALLATIOH CF A HARDENED METWELL VENT"

Peach Bottom was chosen as a refere~nce plant for th" Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400)
and the recently OLblished qUREG-15O, entitled Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment
for Five U.S. Nuclear 'ower Flants. NUREG-1153 )ro'+ides a state-of-the-art
understanding of sever? acclcent risk and also pr-)vides an update of the risk from
WASH-140O. Both studies concluded that the risk .)f a severe accident at Peach Bottom
is extr.mely low. Cha-ges In, plant :onfiguration and procedures, the evolution of
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (DRA) methodolog.,, and an increased understanding of
severe accident phenomena have all contributed to a factor of 30 decrease in total
core aamage frequency ,CDF) from teat In WA3i-140(0 to that in NUREG-1150. In fact,
the most dominant scenario from 4ASH..14)0, :Ie luss oF decay heat removal (TW), has
decreased tnree orders of magnit.ide due to a mor,ý realistic assessment of containment
venting using existing equipmen* an -;u:ces.;-5u nje:.:ion following venting.

Peach Bottom has 'molernented Revisimn 3 of *:he BWFCG Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOP) Guidelines which incorp~ra.e tht! use w, exsting hardware to vent the primary
containment. Detailed emerceicy proctedures exist fc:- each of the nine Identifled
vent patns and are Drlcritizei -n o:cter to mini.rze :he impact of containment venting
on the environment, personnel, and 10uipment. T.e hard-piped vent paths from the
torus are prioritized first since t:iey prov'de t•e best choice for satisfying the
criteriE, of a scrubbed -elease w-th little Impact on personnel and equipment. The
hard-piped 6 inch integ-atea Leak Rite Test (ILRT) F7ow path is the principal vent
path capable of handlinrt depressuri:1-ation flow rates essociated with decay heat.
This particular flow pa-h origirttte, from the wetwel" airspace and discharges outside
the reactor buildlng.

The emergency proceclures regardIrg %,erting were us;d as the basis in NUREG-1150 in
determining the probaoi-ity of fail'ng to successffilly implement the requirements for
venting. Given the tIme, procedures, arc harow-re iaiailable, a failure to vent rate
of I in 100 (.01) 'was used to represent operator Fiilure. In addition, an extensive
NRC review of the venting capacity at Peach Botton was conducted during the Emergency
Operating Procedure Ins:ection (50-(77(8)/88-200) in August, 1988. The inspection
team concluded tha: PECk:, was capable of carryin,; )ut the provisions of the EOPs
concerning primary containment venting using exis. ng equipment except under the
special :onditions associated with st.ition blackoir-..

To further improve the current venting capabili':ik;s at Peach Bottom, Philadelphia
Electric Zompany (PECo) will proceed wltn pluit mocifications. The analysis in
NUREG-CR,-5225 Addendum '. and SECY 89-017 indic:ate tte greatest risk reduction
potential from installation of a harlenee veir. 's ach,ieved in reducing even further
the mrobabillty of the postulated loss o' decay heet -emoval scenario (TW) assuming
little credit for exist'ng venting capaDIlit;,. PECo will use TW criteria (i.e.,
clean steam vent) as the assessment ba;;is when cetermining the risk reduction
potentia: of modific.iticns at Peach ,3ottom. PECý will be working with the BWR
Owner's Group to develo; generic design criteria fcr -he hardened vent. It is
anticipated that the design criteria w1l' be available for NRC review by April 30,
1990. Specific design details will je develc.pec as PECo completes the appropriate
portions of the Individual Plant Examliration (IP[7) for Peach Bottom and studies the
posslbilizy of systems interaction e'fects betweer tie vent and existing plant
design. Evaluation of containment verting ilpiac: on scenarios other than TW will be
conductea during the Peach Bottom IPE process.
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PECo Response to GL 89-16
Attachment

Page 2

Using the risk reduction potential as e measure assures Philadelphia Electric will
address and reduce the appropriate severe accident risk contributors while providing
a plant-specific basis of assessing the most effective modifications. This malitains
a continued PECo oositlon of prcvicing and enhancInq the protection of the public
health and safety.

The modifications will be
outage (Reload 9) at etch
the fall of 1992 ^cr Unit

im;lemented prior to r.staIrt following the second refuelirg
unit. These outages arc- currently projected to occur in
2 and fall :f 1993 fi}r Unit 3.



C Commonwealth Edison "
72 Wes! Adams Street C agcIgo. lifinots

AOoress Reply lO: Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690 - 0767

October 30, 1989

U.S. Nuciear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Quad Cities Station Units I and 2
Response to Generic Letter 89-16
NRC Docket Nos. 50-254/265

Reference: Generic Letter 89-16, Installation of a
Hardened Wetwell Vent, dated September 1, 1989.

Dear Sir:

The referenced Generic Letter informed the licensees of Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR) plants with Mark I containments of the NRC program for
disposition of the issues related to the Mark I Containment Performance
Improvement Program. The Generic Letter encouraged licensees to voluntarily
install a, hardened vent under the provision of 10 CFR 50.59, and requested
that licensees provide notification of their plans for this issue. This
letter provides Commonwealth Edison's (Edison's) response to that request.

SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of the hardened vent
is the reduction of risk associated with the TW (loss of decay heat removal)
sequence. To address this TW sequence issue, it is Edison's intent to provide
a hardened vent at Quad Cities Station Units 1 and 2. Edison is participating
with the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) In the development of generic design
criteria for the hardened vent. It is anticipated that the BWROG will provide
this design criteria by April 30, 1990, for NRC review. Plant specific design
features will be developed subsequent to formulation of the generic design
criteria in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 process to ensure system
interaction issues are addressed. The hardened vent will be provided for Quad
Cities Station Units 1 and 2 by January 1, 1993.

Edison will be performing an Individual Plant Examination (IPE) for
Quad Cities Station to fulfill the requirements of Generic Letter 88-20, with
an expected completion date of June 1993. Upon completion of this IPE. a review
of its results may identify additional design and operational considerations
specific to Quad Cities Station with respect to the hardened vent.

0296k:4



U,- S. WRC - 2- October 30, 1989

It is Edison's understanding that the provision of the hardened vent
will make a significant contribution to closing the NRC's Mark I Containment
Performance Improvement Program.

Please direct any questions
response to this office.

that you may have concerning this

Respectfully,

kleý

M.H. Richter
Generic Issues Administrator

cc: A.B. Davis - Regional Administrator, Region III
Resident Inspector - Quad Cities

0296k: 5



VERMONT YANKEE

NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

y . Ferry Road. BrattleDoro, VT 05301-7002

J-'5ENGNEE;'IN C-F::

October 30, 1989
B'VY 89-;9

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

References: a. License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)
b. Letter. VYNPC to USNRC, FVY 88-16, dated 3/1/88
c. Letter, VYNPC to USN:RC. BVY 89-83, dated 9/1/89
d. Letter, USNRC to VYNPC, NVY 89-191, dated 9/1/89

(Generic Letter 89-16)

Subject: Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent

Dear Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to comply with the NRC Staffs request to respond to Generic
Letter 89-16 (Reference (d)).

In Reference (c), Vermont Yankee provided a Containment Safety Initiatives Status Update.
This update indicated our plans regarding installation of an enhanced containment overpressure
protection capability (hardened wetwell vent)' at Vermont Yankee. Reference (c) also provides a
conceptual description of the planned vent, along with Vermont Yankee's commitment to continue
to support and follow ongoing efforts to resolve severe accident issues with the goal of improving
overall plant safety.

On September 15, 1989 Vermont Yankee received Generic Letter 89-16 (Reference (d)).
which transmitted the following instructions:

"The NRC staff requests that each licensee with a Mark I plant provide notification of
its plans for addressing resolution of this issue. If the licensee elects to voluntarily
proceed with plant modifications, it should be so noted, along with an estimated
schedule, and no further information is necessary. Otherwise, the NRC staff
requests that the above cost information be provided. In either event, it requests that
each licensee respond within 45 days of receipt of this letter."

As stated in Reference (c), Vermont Yankee expects to establish specific design criteria such
that we can install enhanced containment overpressure protection capability by the end of the 1992
refueling outage.

1



We will keep the NRC informed on the progress of our design and our final plans for
implementation. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very truly yours,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

Z"") 4 '. 2rýQZ) .
Leonard A. Tremblay, Jr.
Senior Licensing Engineer

cc: USNRC Region I Administrator
USNRC Resident Inspector - VYNPS
USNRC Project Manager - VYNPS

2



0 NewYorkPower
I Authority

October 27, 1989
JPN-89-70

U. S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Mail Stop P1.137
Washington, D. C. 205.55

Subject: James A, FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333
Generic Letter 89-16
Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent

.eferences. 1. NRC Generic Letter 89-16 dated September 1, 1989, James G. Parlow
to NYPA regarding the same subject.

2. NYPA letter, J. C. Brons to NRC, dated January 12, 1988
(JPN-88-001 /IPN-88-O01) regarding revisions to comments on
NUREG.1 150.

3. NYPA letter, J. C. Brons to NRC dated September 28, 1987
(JPN.87-051/IPN.87-045) regarding comments on draft NUREG.1 15C.

:ear Sirý

The Au-t.orty has reviewed Generic Letter 89-16 (Reference 1). This letter and its attachmen¶s
sa*!s,"y :..e s:affs request that each Mark I licensee inform the NRC of its plans to install a
-arce7,ze containment vent. For the reasons outlined below and further detailed in Attachmer:, 1.
t:=, A~.~hority will not volunteer to install a hardened vent at FitzPatrick at this time.

First, the NRC staff has not justified why this issue should be given unique or special treatmer!:
Rzather, it should be resolved in Ve same way other SECY-89-017 issues are being resolved - as
part cf the IPE/PRA (Individual Plant EvaJuation/Probabilistic Risk Assessment) currently in
progress.

Second. the Authority's current analyses, together with the unique circumstances and features
c' the FitzPatrick piant, do not justify installation of a hardened wetwell vent for the TW sequence
The Generic Letter inappropriately prescribes a generic modification for a clearly plant-specific
severe accident issue.



Third, SECY-89-017 (upon which Generic Letter 89-16 is based contradicts both itself and
other NRC-sponsored studies on several technucal points.

Integration in IPE/PRA Program

The NRC staff has not adequately demonstrated why the hardened vent issue should be
resolved independent of IPE/PRA programs. The other 'potential Mark I improvements'
mentioned in SECY-89-O17 were subsumed into the IPE process 'to account for possible unique
design differences that may bear on the necessity and nature of specific safety improvements.'
Studies prepared for the NRC make ft very clear that a containment vent is equally plant-specific.
NUREG-5225, "An Overview of BWR Mark-1 Containment Venting Risk Implications," Addendum 1
states:

... .Applying the Peach Bottom results to other plants requires
careful consideration. The sequence frequencies, loca" population
density, evacuation plans, and plant unique features could have a
significant impact on the results." [Executive Summary]

The analyses and justifications referred to in the Generic Letter and SECY-89-017 do not
consider severaJ relevant issues, alternative approaches or near-term improvements that
significantly reduce the frequency and consequences of severe accidents. Other modifications or
Srocedural changes with greater benefits and lower costs, should be considered before deciding
on a hardened vent.

The Authority has significant experience developing and using PRAs. One of the first utility-
soonsored PRAs was completed almost ten years ago for our Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plan.
as oan of the Zion/Indian Point PRA studies. The Authority also has significant experience in the
anaiysis of severe accidents having independently prepared and submitted extensive comments
-- N MREG-1150, 'Reactor Risk Reference Document,* (References 2 and 3).

The ALithoirty's previous experience indicates that PRAs are systematic, scientific tools for
Icentifying cost-effective changes to improve safety at commercial nuclear power plants. We fu!:y
exoeci to gain insignis into those structures, systems and components that contribute most
s.gnificantly to risk when the FitzPatrick IPE/PRA is completed. Any decision to install a hardene-
vent before an IPE/PRA has been completed is premature and only serves to undermine the IRE
process. Vnhile the Authority may eventually determine that some type of vent at FitzPatrick is
useful, such a choice should only be made in the context of the larger IPE/PRA analysis.

Severe Accident Analyses

The 45 days allotted by the Generic Letter for a response was insufficient to fully develop and
evaluate a hardened vent or the multitude of alternate approaches and mitigating features not
considered by the staff. In the limited amount of time available, the Authority has developed a
position paper which summarizes some of these points, a copy of which is included as
A-1,acnment I. This paper also identifies several inconsistencies in the approach prescribed by the
Generic Leter and SECY-8,9-017.



Harden ed Vent Cost Estmate

Attachment 11 is the Authority's preliminary cost estimate for installation of a hardened vent
based on the description included in Generic Letter MS-16. Because onry 45 days was altotteiZ to
respond to the Generic Letter, the Authority reserves the right to revise the estirrate.

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding the Authority's plans or position, please
contact Ms. S. M. Toth of my staff.

Very truly yours,

It. John C. Brons

Executive Vice President
Nuclear Generation

Cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region i
475 AjlendaJe Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Office of the Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P.O. Box 136
Lycoming, NY 13093

Mr. Dave LaBarge
Project Directorate 1-1
Division of Reactor Projects - 1/11
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
MaI Stop 14 52
Rockville, MD 20555



Attachmrnt 1 to JPN-89-O70

Response to USNRC Generic Letter No. 89-16
Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent'

New York Power Authority
James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant

Docket No. 50-333
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I. SUMMARY

The Aufthor will not volunteer to install a hard&,ed vent at Ftzpstrick at this time. This
position is based on several points.

First, the NRC staff has not justified why this issue should be given unique or special
treatment. "Rather, it should be resolved in the same way other SECY-89-017 (Reference 4)
issues are being resolved - as part of the IPE/PRA (Individual Planrt Evaluation/Probabilistic
Risk Assessment) currertly in progress. Any decision to install a hardened wetwell vent at
FitzPatrick should not be made until after the completion of a plant specific IPE/PRA.

Second, the Authority's current analyses, together with the unique circumstances and
features of the FitzPatrick plant, do not justify installation of a hardened wetwell vent for the
TW sequence. The Generic Letter inappropriately prescribes a generic modification for a
decidedly plant-specific severe accident issue.

Third, SECY-8-017 (upon which Generic Letter 89-16 is based) contradicts both itself
and other NRC sponsored studies on several technical points.

This paper develops these and other issues related to severe accidents and containmern
venting.

Page 3



II. BASES

VatiouS •otential Mark I enhancementS are discussed in SECY-89-017. As stated in
Generic Letter 89-16 (Reference 1), all SECY-89-017 Mark I ennwcements, except for the
hardened vent, are to be evaluated as part of the IPE/PRA program. These other potential
enhancements are to be subsumed into the IPE/PRA proom because a plant specific
analysis must be performed to account for possible design differences among various
nuclear power plants that may bear on the necessity and nature of specific safety
improvements. However, as stated in NRC NUREGs, the use of a hardened vent also
requires a plant specific analysis. Applying the same logic leads to the conclusion that the
hardened vent should also be exarnined after the IPEs are completed. There is nothing
distinctive about the hardened vent, compared to other suggested enhancements, that
justifies a different course of action.

This recommendation is consistent with earlier ACRS recommendations, conclusions
drawn by the CRGR (Reference 5), and Addendum I of NUREG/CR-5225 'An Overview of
BWR Mark I Containment Venting Risk Implications,' (Reference 6). This NRC report
concluded in its Executive Summary:

*Applying the Peach Bottom resufts to other plants requires
careful consideration. The sequence frequencies, local
population density, evacuation plans, and unique plant
features could have a significant impact on the results.'

Therefore, the hardened vent, like other Mark I enhancements, requires plant and site
specific considerations and should be treated in a consistent manner; i.e., folded into the
IPE/PR.A process.

Generic Letter 89-16 did not establish the need to move with urgency to install a
hardenedl vent. In fact, SECY 88-206 (Reference 7), reaffirmed that the risks from BWR Mark
I's are low. More recently, the June, 1989 issue of NUREG-1 150, "Severe Accident Risks:
An Assessment for Five U. S. Nuclear Power Plants' (Reference 8), displayed very low risks
for its reference Mark I plant, Peach Bottom. These low risks were achieved in spite of
Peach Bottom's relatively high 50 mile population and without dependence on a hardened
vent.

Originally, the Commission set out to establish a more balanced approach between
accioem rprevention and mitigation. This philosophy was the regulatory underpinning for the
Containmernrt Performance Improvement Program. Since BWRs already have low core melt
frequencies, emphasis has been placed upon reducing the likelihood of drywell shell failure
assuming core melt conditions had occurred, i.e. mitigation. Drywell shell failure is
iaentifieC in NUREG-1 150 as the principle cortainment failure mode in Mark I plants. Yet,
given a core melt situation, venting is ineffective in reducing the probability of shell failure.
Consequently, the hardened vent strategy put forth in Generic Letter 89-16 is inconsistent
with the original purpose of the Containment Performance Improvement Program.
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The actual risk reduction potential of a hardened vent primrity depends upon the
frequency of the TW sequence (loss of long term decay hW remova). In SECY-89.17, a
wde range of TW sequence frequencies was displayed. The F'zPatrick W sequence
frequency will not be known until its IPE/PRA is completed. Therefore, a precise
cost/benefit analysis of a hardened vent cannot be done for F'Patrick at this time.
However, there are numerous indications that it will not be cost bereficial.

Many of the benefits claim-hed for the hardened vent depend upon the operation of other
plant equipment. For example, unless emergency core cooing pump suction is aligned to
an alternative source of water, venting in some acciident squences could terminate vessel
injection and accelerate core damage. Successful vent operation, theefore, requires
consideration of other plant specific features beyond the hardened vent itf. The risk
reduction value of a hardened vent is also reduced if other potential plant enhancements
lower accident frequencies or severity. To design a hardened vent early without even
knowing the baseline TW sequence frequency, is unjustified. A hardened vent designed
without knowledge of other plant systems is poor practice. Knowledge of the potential risk
reduction of other enhancements should be a prerequisite.
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III. REVIEW OF SECY-89-017

The recommendation to fold the hardened vent dscsion into the IPE/PRA proeess is
also based, in part, on our review of SECY-89-017, the Mark I Containment Inr'ovement
Program. Our review concluded that the technical and 0 nornic juattfic4tion for a
hardened vent at the James A. FrtZPatri. plant was not provided in tht document

Our review of SECY-89-017 raises questions in two broad categories: Cost/benefit
analyses and alternatives to hardened vents. Thse categories are examined below.

IIL.A Coat/Benefit Analyses

IiI.A.1 Basic Equation

The basic equation used to ca.culate the oost/benefit ratio in SECY-41-017 is in error.
SECY-89-017 provides the foilowing formula:

Cost Benet9z Averred Eaposue
(Znstallaoion Cost -Averted OCnsite Cosrs)

Should Installaton Cost equaJ the Averted Onsite Costs, the Cost Benefit, by this equation,
would become infinite. Even when these two factors are not quite equal, the Cost Benefit
ratio is driven by how close they are and becomes insensitive to the Averted Exoosure or
the absolute magnitudes of the InstrJ/a'on Cost and the Averted Onsite Costs. Therefore,
this equation is improperly formulated.

This equation has been recently reviewed by the Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI,
in its draft report, NSAC 14.3, "Ouestionable Techniques Used in Cost-Benefit Analyses of
Nuclear Safety Enhancements,* September 1989, (Reference 9) and found to be
inappropriate.

lII.AL2 Present Worth Analyses

Informatior fTom the same EPRI draft report indicates that the benefit portion of SECY-
89-017's healtn effects costi'benefit analysis may have been overestimated by about a factor
of 2.5. Since neart effects dominate SECY-89-017's benefit figures, it is crucial to calculate
tnis figure correctly.

The EPRI documnent advances the argument that any kture expense, including future
heatth effect costs, must account for the time value of money. Note that the EPRI analysis
does not discount health effect costs themselves. Rather, such costs are treated as a
constant potential expense that may occur at any time within the assumed remaining 25
years of plant life. Standard accounting practice for a potential fixed expense yields a time
weignted present worth factor of 2.5 for a 25 year period and a 10% discount rate.
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Even though health effects costs are themseltvs not discounted with time, an investment
today to handle & potential future expense of any lhnd muw utilize preent worth processs.
It appears tat the SECY documen did not adequately aoount for the time value of money
and. therefore, overestimates heoalh effect benefts by about a factor of 2.5.

Ill.L3 TW Sequence Person-Rem Figures

The person-reins associated with the SECYs TW sequence may be too high by a factor
of about 3 to 4. Using the person-rem figures on page 10 of SECY-8S-017, there are
1330-210 - 1120 person..rems/RY associated with TW sequences at Peach Bottom when
such sequences have a frequency of 10O4/RY. Dividing this perso-reom number by the
frequency, one obtains a value of 1.12x1 07 person-rems/release. However, using source
terms developed in BMI.2104 (Reference 10) for TW sequences and matching these source
terms to arson-rem data for Peach Bottom from NUREG-1150 1 , yields 2.87x10 6 to
3.62x10 person-rems. Thus, earlier analyses of the Peach Bottom shte with source terms
associated with TW sequences resutt in fewer person-reins by about a factor of 3 to 4.

Similarly, the Peach Bottom person-reins for ATWS sequences appear to be about a
factor of 4 too high in this SECY.

II.A.4 Population Effects

SECY-89-017 does not properly account for site-to-site population differences which
directly affect the number of person-reins per relea, . For example, the 50 mile radius
population for Peach Bottom is about 4.1x10 6 people. At the FrtzPatrick plant, the 50 mile
radius population is only about 0.84x10 6 people or about one-frfth of the 50 mile population
of the Peach Bottom site. Based on information in NUREG/CR.2239, 'Technical Guidance
for Siting Criteria Developinent' (Reference 11), this smaller population at FitzPatrick should
reduce the FrtzPatrick person-rems/'TW sequence release to about 40% of the Peach
Bottom figure. Page 21 of Enclosure 4 (Regulatory Analysis) of SECY-89-017 discusses the
effect of population differences on risk. It is acknowledged that less populated sites may
result in risk reductions of about a factor of five. The SECY then addresses the possibility
that the lower station blackout (SBO) frequencies at Peach Bottom may offset that plants'
higher population. The SECY also discusses potential c4rcumstances where both higher
population and high SBO frequencies may coexist. However, the SECY is silent on
comrnnations where both SBO frequencies and population densities are low and therefore
the cost.'benefit ratio would be below the SECY generated numbers. Yet, subject to the
Authiorrry's IPE/PRA results, this is likely to be the FrtzPatrick situation.

1,' See Peach Bottom source terms bins, Volume 2, Appendix E, NUREG- 1150, draft for
comment, February, 1987. 2.87x10 6 person-rems corresporns to a CRAC 2 calculation
while 3 62010 6 person-reins is a MACCS calculation. The BMI source term is composed of
0.0481, .o045Cs, and 0.15 TE.
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11ILA5 Not Risk Analysa

To compirehensively evaluate the cost/beet ratio of a hardened vent, one must
consider both the potential benefits and the detriments of this plant modification. Examples
of this logic can be seen in TabJes 2, 3 of NUREG/CR.=,, attached. Note that venting can
both increase and decrease risks. In actua plant specic aftys, nurnricaJ values would
replace the greater than and less than symbols, bequence-byI-ecluence. The" numerical
values would be weighted by their sequence frequencies and then summed to determine
the net risk. These numerical values would also be affected by the particular vent design
and operation. For example, early venting may result in releasing a larger amount of noble
gases than delayed venting. SECY-89-017 does not particularly address net risks, nor could
it. Such an evaJuation requires a specific plant analysis.

Part of a net risk analysis includes an aocounting of the exposure of plant personnel
while installing plant modfications.

It does not appear that exposure of plant personnel was accounted for in the SECY's
cost/benefit analysis. Much of present plant personnel exposure occurs during outages
and maintenance Using national BWR exposure values, if plant personnel were exposed to
a one time ten percent increase over normal exposure levels because of installing a
hardened vent, this would be 51 person-rems (See Figure 1, 'Collective Radiation Exposure
- BWI Average.' Using FrtzPatrick-specific data, a comparable figure would be
approximately 80 person-rems.) If the frequency of the sequence that this fix was to modify
was initially 10'5/RY and twenty-five years of plant life remained, this onsite exposure is
equivaJent to about 290,000 person-rems of offsite exposure, at a plant capacity factor of
0.70. Therefore, SECY-89-017 is incomplete without an analysis of the onsite exposure due
to installing these proposed modifications. If 1.4x10 6 person-rems approximates a TW
sequence release at the FitzPatrick sdte 2 , onsrte exposure would be equal to about 20% of
this figure, based on the above assumed exposure rates and sequence frequency.

Part of the justification offered for the hardened vent is the SECY-89.017 argument that
venting lowers the containment backpressure on the ADS valves. With lower containment
backpressure, the ADS can then open, which would lower the reactor pressure. This, in
turn, could aJlow a diesel driven fire pump to deliver adequate amounts of water to cool the
core. This sequence of events may be appropriate for certain types of ADS designs, but it
may not be universally true. Mark I ADS valves fall into a number of categories, e.g. two
stage valves, three stage valves and electromatic valves. The relationship between
comainment pressure and ADS valve operability depends on the type of valve. For three
stage vaives, as was apparently used in SECY-89-017, once the valve closes the increasing
reactor system pressure will oppose reopening and only a large enough decrease in
containment pressure will cause the valve to reopen. Wth such a configuration, venting
would be useful in opening the valve. W'th a two stage valve, once the ADS valve closes it
can reopen i0 either the reactor pressure increases or id the containment pressure
decreases. Consequently, containment venting is not required to open two stage valves.

2/ The figure of 1.4x10 6 person-rerns is derived from using the Peach Bottom TW
sequence MAC-S vaiue of 3.62210 6 person-rerns and correcting for the smaller FrtzPatrick
populalion.
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Therefore, the hardened vent "credft" given in SECY-89.017 for eas4sting the ADS operation
would only be applicabe to that subset of Mark I plant that VWhve ttee tage valves.
FillPatrick uses two stage ADS vaIves. Funherrme, If twore diesel driven flre pump
water delivwey concerns, theo can be addresseI in a variety of ways such as adding a
booster pump, changing over to two stage ADS valves, etc. TNs potential pump delivery
concern does not marnaw e the use of hardene vents for Its radooution.

Part of the credit SECY-89-017 assigns to hardened vents Is for ATWS sequence. Such
credit may be unjustified. For many ATWS squences, the vent flow area required to
prevent contanmrent over-pressurization would be much larger than one used to cope with
just decay heat as in a TW sequence. It appears that the Boston Edison design referenced
by Generic Letter 89-16 would be limited to TW type sequences. A vent ae of handling
ATWS sequences would be considerably larger and more expensive that the estimates
referred to in SECY-89-017 and Generic Letter 89-16. Therefore, there seems to be an
inconsistency in the ATWS risk reduction credit given to hardened vents and the associated
designs and costs. Futhermore, application of the ATWS rule has minimized the risk
reduction potential for vents for such sequences.

There are other complications between ATWS sequences and venting that needs to be
resolved. If a TW based vent design does not provide sufficient containment pressure relief
during certain ATWS events ancl if venting has lile impact on preventing drywell shell attack
upon reactor vessel failure, the risk reduction potential in ATWS sequences is quite limited.
On the other hand, concerns have been raised that i0 these plants were vented during ATWS
sequences, core damage could occur because of induced NPSH problems. Previous
analyses of certain ATWS sequences show that venting might induce a core ment situation.
Independent analyses of the Brown's Ferry and FrtzPatrick plants show that certain ATWS
sequences go through a period of power oscillation and then settle down to thermal
equilibrium, without core damage. Both of these plants use two stage ADS valves. Other
plants with three stage ADS valves in similar ATWS events are predicted to lead to core
damage, independent of vent operation. SECY-89-017 does not discriminate between
plants with different ADS valve configurations and, thereby, can increase risks due to certar
AFWS events for two stage ADS valve plants. This example underscores the importance of
individual plant examinations and the jeopardy of imposing generic fixes.

The initiation of venting is symptom based. In an ATWS sequence, high containment
pressures, enough to initiate venting, could occur much more quickly than in a TW
sequence because of the much greater energy generated in ATWS. Present EPGs
(Emergency Procedure Guidelines) for venting Mark I's minimize the likelihood of NPSH
problems. but are largely based on TW sequences. The adequacy of these EPGs to prevent
NPSH prootems in ATWS sequences may have to be reiewed. This infers that application
of veming to ATWS sequences may require considerable study prior to starting any design
or construction effort.

SECY-89-017 identifies a number of benefits to ADS operation, such as lowering the
likelihood of prompt containment failure upon reactor vessel failure. One nmaor ADS benefit
was overlooked. Operation of the ADS prior to reactor vs"l failure has been investigated
for Peach Bottom station blackout sequences. ADS operation significantly cools the reactor
internal surfaces and this ,in turn, results in the volatile radionuclides released from the fuel
being trapped on these cooler surfaces. One such Authority analysis of the Peach Bottom
plant showed about a factor of 10 reduction in the source term when the ADS was used. To
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the extent that ADS operation reduces te source term in vous sequ e, the risk
reduCtion potential of other pant modifications, Wuch Us vents, is rdluced. SECY-89-017 did
not account for this additiona ADS benefti and, thWeefore, overated th beeit of hardened

There is another overlap between ADS benefrts and venting benefits. One of tVe potential
benefrts of hardened vents is a reduced likelihood of prompt containment failure upon
reactor vessel failure, provided that venting is initiated earty in the accident sequence. Since
venting provides a low containment pressure, the sum of initial containment pressure and
the containmert pressure spike caused by a reactor vessel failure would be below the
ultimate failure pressure of the containmrnent. However, SECY-89.017 acknowledges that the
ADS could accomplish the same thing. The containmerit pres-sure spike at the moment of
reactor vessel failure is reduced because of the earlier energy transfer from the reactor to
the suppression pool via the ADS. ADS operation is like minternal venting," i.e., It causes
lower peak< containment pressures but without the eary release of noble gases.

Therefore, if a utility decides to maximize the use of the ADS in its severe accident
management program, the benefits of hardened venting are decreased. However, the
process outlined in Generic Letter 89-16, which separates the venting issue from other
potential Mark I ennancements, complicates matters. This separation process leads to
overestimates of the worth of venting.

Perhaps the most extreme example of overlapping between the hardened vent and other
potential plant modifications is the impact of containment sprays. As SECY-89-017 points
out, sprays would reduce the airborne concentration of fission products in the drywell,
would retard or prevent core-concrete interactions and would reduce the likelihood of
drywell shell failure. Sprays may also reduce containment pressure prior to reactor vessel
failure, if initiated early enough. This would, like venting and ADS operation, reduce the
probability of a prompt containment overpressure. As discussed later, sprays could also be
used in TW sequences to add water from other sources to the suppression pool via the
downcocners, thereoy extending the time for recovery because of the additional heat
capacity. Therefore, sprays accomplish many of the same risk reduction benefits of vents
and some (e.g., reduced probabilrty of drywell shell failure) that venting does not. SECY-
89-017's person-rem analyses did not account for the spray system's ability to prevent
and/or mitigate many severe accidents, aJly if backed up by a diesel driven pump.
By ignoring the potential benefits of the containment sprays, the risk reduction potential of
vents is overrated.

IIIA.5 Summary

The process of accelerating hardened venting in advance of other plant enhancements
leads to overrating the risk reduction potential of venting. The procems of designing vents
prior to IPE/PRA completion can lead to inferior results. Finally, Generic Letter 89-16
cannot be properly implemented since accident frequencies would be unknown. Therefore,
the NRC cannot provide a plant specific cost/bernfit analysis of hardened vents without
completion of a plant specific IPE/PRA.
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111.8 Alternatve to Hardened Vent'

1I1A1 Ovwrvew

In this section attematives to hardened vents are discuued. BaSued on tie person.rem
figure prov•ed• in SECY,•-817 3 TW sequences reprent about 77 to 84% of th risk
reduction potentiaJ for the various accident sequwlenie that weire examined. SECY-89-017
suggests the use of a hardened vent to minimize the frequency of TW sequences. However,
there are a number of ways to reduce the risk potential of TW sequences, Including the use
of the hardened vent. If alternatives to a hardened vent are elected to reduce TW
sequerces' risk potential, the residual risks of the ATWS e"d station blackout sequences are
too small to justity a hard pipe vent. Indeed, recent steps taken to reduce ATWS frequency
and the station blackoLt rule probably result in even fewer person-reans for these accidents
than were assmed in SECY.89-017.

The TW sequences, therefore, are central to justifying a hardered vent. If these
sequences have a low base line frequency or if thes sequences are minimized by
alternative means, then hardened vents are not justified.

As long as electric power is available, as it is for the TW sequences, it is very likely that
loss of containment integrity and core damage can be prevented, without relianceon a
hardened vent.

The Autnority's position is influenced by the fact that there are many ways to cool a BWR
plant. This fact has already manifested rtself by the low calculated core melt frequencies
that these plants typically have. In TW sequences, electric power is available which greatly
increases the number of operable systems relative to the mroe serious station blackout
sequences. TW sequences evolve very slowly, giving the operator long periods of time to
take corrective action. In fact, if TW sequence parnt recovery cannot be accomplished in a
BWR with all of its heat removal pathways, with electric power available, and with a very
slowly evolving accident, then serious questions arise about the overall value of operators
during severe acciderrt conditions and the usefulness of the w-hoe severe accident
management program.

In the very unlikely event that a TW sequence does lead to a core melt, the releases of
radioactive material to the environment could be minimized by containment sprays.

Because both a low probability of having a TW sequence core melt is expected,
especially when alternatives to a hardened vent are used, and very small source terms
srould resunt if containment sprays are operated, FrtzPatrick TW sequences are not
expecled to be risk significant.

3/ Page 10, SECY.89-017
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1111.11.2 First Steps

Well before hardened vents would be cnidered at FhzPltuck, Wveral steps would be
taken. The first step is to determine what the TW sequence frequencie are. This activty is
now in motion as p of the FitzPatrick IPE/PRA. Assuming trat the TW sequence
frequences are too high, a number of additional ste may be taken to minimize TW
sequence initiation and/or to maxmize recovery in a tirrWy mwan. Just such an approach
is described in the draft EPRI report, *Severe Accid•et• Preverition: Reducing BSIA
Condenser Isolations," EPRI RP 2420-22, May 1989 (Reference 12). TNs report is under
review at the AutLhority to assess its usefulness to the FrtPatrick plant.

111.8.3 Afternatlve Means

If, after applying the suggestions in the above EPRI report, it was determined that the TW
sequence frequencies were still too high, the use of afternative means to establish a
pathway to an ultimate heat sink would be investigated. Several utilities are individually
examining such alternatives and a number of member utilities of the BWROG have
sponsored studies by the General Electric Company on such atternatives.

Under investigation at this time are:

(1) Opening of the main steam' isolation valves,

(2) Removing heat through the main steam isolation valve drain lines,

(3) Removing heat through the reactor water cleanup system,

(4) Flooding the werwell torus up to the drywell/wetwell vacuum breakers, and

(5) Combinations of the above.

Item (4) does not establish a pathway to an ultimate heat sink, but the additional heat
capacity extends the time to recover from this accident prior to core damage. One way of
increasing the suppression pool's heat capaiy is to operate the drywell sprays. This would
also reduce the source term, should there be a core mnert, minimize core/concrete
interactions, and reduce the likelihood of drywell shell failure.

Other atternatives to a hardened vent not yet under active review are:

(6) Heat removal through the drywell coolers

(7) Mass and heat removal through the torus drain line

(8) Mass and heat removal through drains from any system that takes suction from
the suppression pool (e.g., the RHR system)

(9) Heat losses through the torus surface itself, possibly enhanced with fire hose
sprays, and,
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(10) Low pressure venting (venting wfthu exeening prew e boundaries).

As more utilities turn their attention to alternativ to halerne vents, Othw succs paths
may be identified.

Initial calculations of those heat removai paths under active review awe very encouraging.
Note t'hat t is not necessary for a single alternative to be capaile of aliminating thw TW
sequences. Since the containment pressure rise rate is very gradual in TW sequences,
particularly if the pool's heat capacity has been increased, citoainmernt pressure equilibrium
may be achieved by the sum of two or mrxe alternatives.

11l.B.4 FtzPatrlck Spectfic Studies

The Authority has actively participated in the BWROG/GE effort on these afternative
pathways. Furthermore, the Authority is examining the application of the GE report
specifically to the FrtzPatrick plant. Initial reviews of the FrtzPatrick reactor water cleanup
system and use of the FrtzPatrick MSIV drain lines indicate that heat removal with a
combination of these two systems is close to matching a decay heat rate of 1% of full
power. The Authority is also in the early stages of examining the mass anrd heat removal
cajpabilities of the torus drain lines, RHR drain lines and other systems that take suction from
the suppression pool.

Ill.B.5 Summary

The FrtzPatrick IPE/PRA may show that this plant already has a low overall TW sequence
frequency. If not, there may be opportunities to lower the frequency of TW sequence
inrtiation and further opportunities to recover from such sequences, once initiated. Should
all this Still prove to be inadequate, a variety of alternative decay heat removal means
appear to be feasible for FrtzPatrick, based on plant specific studies now underway.

In the very unlikely event that a TW sequence induced core melt does occur, the
consecuences of such an accident could be minimized by using the containment spray
system. In the event that normal drywell sprays are inoperative, backup diesel driven sprays
mignt bIe used.

in view of all this, it appears that the TW sequences for FrtzPatrick will prove to be an
unirmportant risk contributor and the hardened vent unjustrfied. In any case, the decision
snouic te made upon completion of the IPE/PRA process.
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V. TABLES AND FIGURES

Tabe 1.

Risk Comparisons of Sttion lwackout
Scenarios With Various Ventng Systems from NUREG/CR-5225

Oualttalve Chango In Risk Relative to a
NonventUng Scmario

HARD PIPE VENT SYSTEM

ACCIDENT END STATE

VESSEL FAILURE WITH
EARLY LINER
4ELT-THROUGH

VESSEL FAILURE WITH
EARLY CONTAINMENT
OVERPRESSURE FAILURE

RECOVERY WITHOUT
VESSEL OR
CONTAINMENT FAILURE

RECOVERY WITH VESSEL
FAILURE AND WITHOUT
CONTAINMENT FAILURE

VESSEL FAILURE AND
LATE DRYWELL
CONTAINMENT FAILURE

LEGEND:

DUCT
VENT SYSTEM

EARL LATE

NC NA

WITH A
RUPTURE DISK

EARL LATE

NC NA

WITHOUT A
RUPTURE DISK

NC NA

WITH
FILTER SYSTEM

EARLY LAE

NC NA

NA NC

NA NC

NA <

NA >

NA NA

NANA

EARLY - INITIATE VENTING BEFORE VESSEL FAILURE AND LEAVE OPEN. (THE RUPTURE
DISK WILL NOT OPEN UNTIL VESSEL FAILURE).

LATE - INITIATE VENTING AFTER VESSEL FAILURE.

< - VENTING CONSEQUENCES ARE EXPECTED TO BE LESSER THAN() THE NONVENTING
CONSEQUENCES.

- VENTING CONSEQUENCES ARE EXPECTED TO BE GREATER THAN (>) THE NONVENTING
CONSEQUENCES.

NC - No CHANGE IN RISK.

NA - NOT AVAILABLE, VENTING WOULD NOT BE INITIATED AT THIS TIME.
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Table 2.

Risk ComparIsons of ATWS and TW Scenarioe
Wit Various Venting Systnma tram NUREGI522

Qualitative Change in Risk ReaLgdve to a
Nonvwnting Scenario

HARD PIPE VENT SYSTEM

PARAMETER

CONTAINMENT FAILURE
VENTING SCENARIOS

WITH ALTERNATE
INJECTION

DUCT
VENT SYSTEM

WITH A
RUPTURE DISK

WITHOUT A
RUPTURE DISK

WITH FILTER
SYSTEM

WITHOUT ALTERNATE
INJECTION AND WITH EARLY
LINER MELT-THROUGH

WITHOUT ALTERNATE
INJECTION AND WITHOUT
EARLY LINER MELT-
THROUGH

No CONTAINMENT FAILURE
VENTING SCENARIOS

NC NC NC NC

WITH ALTERNATE
INJECTION

WITHOUT ALTERNATE
INJECTION

NC NC NC NC

LEGEND:

< - VENTING CONSEQUENCES

CONSEQUENCES.

> - VENTING CONSEQUENCES

CONSEQUENCES.

NC - No CHANGE IN RISK.

ARE EXPECTED TO BE LESSER THAN (<) THE NONVENTING

ARE EXPECTED TO BE GREATER THAN (>) THE NONVENTING
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Attachmert il to JPN-8S-0.'

Now York Power Authortty

Coat Estimate lot tie Instliatton of a Hardened Vent
at the James A. FRUPartrck Nuclear Power Plant

Introduction

A preliminary estimate of the installation costs for a hardened vent described in Generic Letter
89-16 and SECY-89-017 has been prepared. Because of the short amnount of time allotted to
prepare the estimate, it is not comprehensive ard therefore should not be considered final.
Accordingly, the Authority reserves the right to revise this estimate.

Conceptual Design

This estimate was based on a conceptual design similar to the design outlined in the Generic
Letter and implemented by the Boston Edison Company at Pilgrim. It assumes that existing
structures, systems and components will be used to the maximum extent possible.

The existing containment Vent and Purge penetrations were assumed to be the connection to
the containment atmosphere. Piping from the torus penetration to the SBGT (Stand-By Gas
Treatmernt) fitter train and from the fitter train to the plant stack is already "hard" piping with a
design pressure of 150 psig. The SBGT fitter trains and transition pieces (located outside of
secondary containment in the SBGT room) are 'soft' ductwork with a design pressure of
approximately 1 psig.

Essential features of the conceptual design include:

New 12 inch, seismic class I, 150 psig, piping ard supports
necessary to bypass SBGT filter trains. (A 12 inch nominal pipe
size was selected to match the larger of the two limiting pipe
sections upstream of the SBGT fitters.

A new isolation valve and rupture disk to isolate the SBGT bypass
from the SBGT.

Modifications to existing valves (including containment isolation
valves, and SBGT valves) to assure operability at severe accident
pressures and temperatures.

SBGT piping support modifications to assure operability at severe
accident pressures and temperature.

Additional controls and control logic modifications to operate new
equipment: Controls were assumed to be located in the main
control room.

-1-
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- Addition of a new, Nghe range p•ait stack radwiaon monitor to
detect the release.

- AC power to new Glctrical equipment.

- DC power to new and existing eqiprnent for the AC independent
option.

Costs included in this estimate include: engineering, design, material, and installation. The
base estimate (non-AC-.inependent option) assumed the availability of AC power. Both estimates
include a 25% contingency.

This estimate does not consider costs associated with radiation exposure, health physics
support, anticontamination clothing, licensing costs for technical specification changes, writing or
rewriting operating procedures or staff training. Additional costs and unforeseen problems can
only increase the total cost. The estimate also does not include replacement power costs. V this
modification is the on the critical path for an outage, an increase of $5W0,000.00 per additional
outage day due to lost revenue/replacement power costs would be added.

Results

Base Estimate = $68W,000.00

Incremrental cost for
AC-independent design - $ 70,000.00

-2-
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Re: Generic Letter 89-16
ISAP Topic 1.113

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I
Response to Generic Letter 89-16

Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent

Purpose and Introduction

The purpose of this letter is to outline the approach that Northeast Nuclear
Energy Company (NNECO) intends to utilize in resolving the Mark I containrer"
nardened vent path issue at Millstone Unit No. 1. This letter is in response
to Generic Letter 89-16, "Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent," received
on September 14, 1989.

Tne Staff identified a number of plant modifications at the conclusion of the
Mark I Containment Improvement Program that could potentially enhance existing
capability to prevent and mitigate the consequences of severe accidents. As
part of the comprehensive plan for resolving severe accident issues, the
C:7--ssion concluded that the recommended safety improvements with one excep-
tcn, hardened wetwell vent capability, should be evaluated as part of the
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) program. To address the hardened wetwe'l
vent, Generic Letter 89-16 was issued. It requested that licensees of plants
with Mark I containments provide the NRC Staff with plans for addressing the
issue of hardened wetwell venting capability. Encouragement was also provided
to voluntarily undertake plant modifications under the provisions of
1OCFR50.59. Absent voluntarily incorporating design changes, it was requested
that cost estimates for implementation of a hardened wetwell vent, described
in SECY 89-017., be provided, including an incremental cost estimate for
installation of an AC-independent design. These cost estimates, along with
the Staff's plant-specific backfit analysis, will be used to evaluate the
efficacy of requiring the installation of the hardened vents.

Integrated Safety Assessment Program

NNECO acknowledges that there may be a potential benefit from installation of
a hardened vent path, but we co not see this as an issue that is best t-eateý

CS3422 QEv S-8e
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independent of our IPE program and addressed in isolation. This is especially
true since our front-end evaluation is essentially completed and the back-end
is scheduled for completion approximately one year from now.

Given the need to prioritize plant modifications, the Integrated Safety
Assessment Program (ISAP) has become an integral part of project evaluation
for Millstone Unit No. 1. Our experiences to date have demonstrated the
program to be a resource-efficient and cost-effective process for enhancing
the safety of Millstone Unit No. 1, while also being responsive to long-
standing NRC support of systematic safety reviews of operating nuclear power
plants. Moreover, NNECO's commitment to the "Living Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA)" concept contributes significantly to the overall safety
improvement process.

"Living Probabilistic Risk Assessment"

Northeast Utilities maintains a corporate policy on nuclear safety goals. It
is our intention to implement this policy through the "Living PRA" concept.
As needed, the Millstone Unit No. I Probabilistic Safety Study (PSS), a
Level I PRA, is updated to reflect design and oper6yional changes. Sin•)i 8
initial submittal to the Staff on July 10, 1985,'' two major updates
have been submitted.

NNECO recognizes the importance of the Millstone Unit No. I PSS to understand-
ing the characteristics of the plant and to the reduction of risk. In con-
junction with ISAP, the PSS is an important tool for prioritizing the expendi-
ture of resources in a way that will be most effective in reducing the overall
risk to the public. As a direct result of the PSS analysis, the Millstone
Unit No. I Core-Melt Frequency (CMF) has been reduced significantly, to
8.92 x 10-S/year, through improvements, corrective actions, reanalyses, and
procedural modifications.

For Millstone Unit No. 1, a Level I PRA for internally initiated events, as
well as f-re and internal flooding, is complete and actively exercised. As

(1) J. F. Opeka letter to J. A. Zwolinksi, "Millstone Unit No. I
Probabilistic Safety Study--Results and Summary Report," dated July 10,
1985.

(2) E. J. Mroczka letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
"Probabilistic Safety Study Update," dated February 11, 1987.

(3) E. J. Mroczka letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Millstone
Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I Probabilistic Safety Study Update
(Revision 2)," dated February 10, 1989.
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discussed in our July 31, 1986 4) and August 4, 1987(5) submittals, NNECO has
plans in place to expand the Level 1 PRA model to evaluate containment
response. This ongoing bac•ond analysis effort was further discussed in a
letter dated July 27, 1989, in which we described our approach to meeting
the IPE program guidance of Generic Letter 88-20. Upon completion of the
back-end analysis, currently scheduled for late-1990, NNECO believes the
safety benefits of implementing the Staff's recommendations on Mark I contain-
ments, including hardened venting capability, will best be ascertained.

Mark I Containment Principal Accident Sequences

Generic PRA studies for boiling water reactors (BWRs) indicate that accidents
initiated by transients rather than loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) dominate
the total CMF estimates. The principal accident sequences consist of station
blackout (SBO), anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), and loss of
long-term decay heat removal (TW). NNECO's progress towards resolving these
is jes is discussed below.

o Station Blackout

ISAP Topic 1.106 was assigned to track industry initiatives relating to
SBO, as well as the in-house effort to assure that Millstone Unit No. I
complies with the SBO rule. This topic will also incorporate spec-fl:
open items that result from the NRC Safety Evaluation for the Mills:re
site visit of July 18-21, 1989.

Several emergency gas turbine generator (GTG) reliability improvement
modifications were implemented during the 1989 refueling outage under
other ISAP topic numbers. They are related to the topic of SBO, and were
discussed fully in Attachment I to th17 \recently transmitted SBO rule
response letter dated April 17, 1989'. Should the GTG and diesel
generator be unavailable, the 23-kV Flanders line can supply power to the

(4) J. F. Opeka letter to C. I. Grimes, "Integrated Safety Assessment
Program--Final Report for Millstone Unit No. I," dated July 31, 1986.

(5) E. J. Mroczka letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission," Integrated
Safety Assessment Program (ISAP)," dated August 4, 1987.

(6) E. J. Mroczka letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Response to
Generic Letter 88-20--Individual Plant Examinations for Severe Accident
Vulnerabilities," dated July 27, 1989.

(7) E. J. Mroczka letter to Dr. T. E. Murley, "Response to Station Blackout
Rule," dated April 17, 1989.
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emergency station service transformer, which feeds emergency loads
through Bus 14G.

The Staff has identified alternate AC (AAC) power as the preferred method
for reducing risk of severe accidents resulting from SBO. A 4-kV cross-
tie exists between Millstone Unit Nos. I and 2, which enables Millstone
Unit No. I to be powered by either of two Millstone Unit No. 2 emergency
diesel generators. It is available within 1 hour of the onset of the SB6
event and has sufficient capacity and capability to operate systenms
necessary for coping with the event for the required SBO duration of
8 hours, to bring and maintain the plant in safe shutdown. The Millstone
Unit No. 2 emergency AC power source can be credited as an AAC source
since it satisfies the Appendix 8 criteria of NUMARC 87-00 and is avail-
able within I hour. The Staff has already approved a 4-hour duration(•
order to bring the AAC power source on line for Appendix R compliance.
If a decision is made to voluntarily install an AC-independent hardened
vent at Millstone Unit No. 1, we do not intend at this time to design for
a 24-hour SBO, but rather will design the vent to be consistent with our
implementation of the requirements of the SBO rule. It should be noted
that at this time, no analysis exists which shows that an AC-independent
vent will be beneficial for Millstone Unit No. 1.

The NRC Staff states that one goal of the S80 rule is to maintain the
frequency of core damage from SBO near or below 1O- 5 /year. In the
supplementary information to the final rule, the NRC Staff states that
the SBO rule must be met regardless of whether a plant-specific PRA
currently meets this goal. The NRC Staff does not, on the other hand,
preclude the licensee from identifying plant-specific PR.A data to support
a determination that SBO would have an acceptably small probability for
causing core damage. Accordingly, NNECO reiterates its previous determi-
nation that the CMF of SBO at Millstone Unit No. I, from internally
initiated events at power, is approximately 10-6 per reactor year.

Anticipated Transient Without Scram

The ATWS rule requires that BWRs install an Alternate Rod Injection (ARt)
system, a Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) with a flow capacity
equivalent to 86 gallons per minute of 13 weight percent sodium pentabo-
rate solution, and include features to automatically trip the reactor
coolant recirculating pumps under conditions indicative of ATWS.

(8) M. L. Boyle letter to E. J. Mroczka, "Safety Evaluation of the Post-Fire
Safe Shutdown Methodology - Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I
(TAC No. 60188)," dated April 14, 1988.
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NNECO's implementation of ATWS is complete. The Technical Specification
changes associated wiN) the SLCS were approved by the Staff in a letter
dated July 30, 1987.•' The Safety Evaluation for the ARI system and
automatic recir~y~ting pump trip was provided in a letter dated
October 6, 1988. This completed the Staff's review of Millstone Unit
No. I's implementation of the ATWS rule and concluded that Millstone Unit
No. 1 is in compliance with the rule.

o Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

ISAP Topic 2.28 was initiated to study the long-term cooling capability
at Millstone Unit No. 1. The study was completed in August 1987 and the
results have been factored into the Millstone Unit No. I PSS. The
revised PSS indicates that failure of long-term decay heat removal is no
longer the major contributor to total CMF it once was considered to be.

At Millstone Unit No. 1, the TW sequence requires a combination of loss
of the main condenser, loss of the isolation condenser (IC), loss of
shutdown cooling, and loss of alternate shutdown cooling including loss
of torus cooling. The availability of these systems is affected by the
accident scenario as well as the availability of support systems such as
AC power and emergency service water. The redundancy in decay heat
removal systems make the frequency of TW sequences at Millstone Unit
No. I low, approximately 1O- 5/year.

Our review of SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of the
hardened vent is the further reduction of risk associated with the TW
sequence. NNECO believes this goal may be accomplished by the IC already
installed at Millstone Unit No. 1. The IC system removes heat from the
core via a natural circulation cooling process. As the steam is con-
densed within the IC, heat is rejected to the shell of the IC. The
condensate flows back to the reactor vessel by gravity, thereby conserv-
ing the reactor coolant inventory. There is sufficient inventory of
water on the shell side of the IC to remove decay heat for approximately
45 minutes. The IC is station AC-independent. The only valve which
needs to change state for successful IC initiation is DC-powered.

Long-term makeup to the IC is provided by the Fire Protection System
which consists of three redundant pumps, one of which is diesel-powered
and a second which is AC-powered from Millstone Unit No. 2. The IC

(9) C. 0. Thomas letter to E. J. Mroczka, "Standby Liquid Control
System--License Amendment No. 5,2 dated July 30, 1987.

(10) M. L. Boyle letter to E. J. Mroczka, "Safety Evaluation on ATWS
Rule IOCFR50.62 (TAC No. 68494)," dated October 6, 1988.
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makeup system also consists of a DC-powered motor-operated valve (MOV),
along with check valves and locked-open manual isolation valves. An
alternate means of IC makeup is provided by the Condensate Transfer
System. In addition, ISAP Topic 1.02, Tornado-Missile Protection,
addressed the need to provide a missile protected source of makeup water
to the IC. NNECO concluded that the best alternative is to provide the
IC makeup from the city water supply. Modifications are scheduled for
implementation in 1990.

The IC and its makeup system significantly reduce the contribution of TW
type sequences to CMF. One of the dominant contributors to the loss of
IC during an S60 is the loss of the diesel-driven fire pump. Since the
hardened vent is of little benefit without the fire pump for makeup to
the reactor vessel, a hardened vent will not likely have a significant
effect on CMF reduction for S80 sequences at Millstone Unit No. 1.

Emercency Operating Procedures

NNECO implemented Revision 4 of the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) Emergency Proce-
dure Guidelines (EPGs) through a revision to the Millstone Unit No. I Emer-
gency Operating Procedures (EOPs) on September 1, 1989. The generic BWRCG
guidance concerning when to vent containment was followed. This approach
allows venting before containment pressure reaches the primary containment
pressure limit (PCPL) of 71 psig at torus bottom or hydrogen and oxygen
concentrations exceed 6 and 5 percent, respectively. The intent is to take
action to reduce the challenge to containment before an uncontrolled contain-
ment boundary failure occurs.

The EPGs, however, do not provide guidance on how to vent. Our preferred
method is to vent from the wetwell, if possible. If venting from the wetwell
is not possible, due to failure of the torus vent valves, for example, the
drywell will be vented. Based on our evaluation of several options, we have
developed a method for venting based upon radiation levels in the drywell. If
cryweli radiation levels are less than 40,000 R/hr, primary containment will
te verteý directly to the stack via the Main Reactor Building (MRB) exhaust.
Tne capacity of the MRB exhaust fans exceed the maximum expected vent flow
rate, so an overpressurization within the sheet metal ductwork is not
expected. These fans can also be lined up to take power from emergency power
supolies in the event of a loss of normal power. If the radiation levels
exceed 40,000 R/hr, the vent flow will be diverted to the Reactor Building and
filtered through the Standby Gas Treatment system. This method allows partic-
ulate plate-out in the Reactor Building and, in conjunction with filtering,
reduces the potential release to the stack and subsequently to the environ-
ment.

In a design basis accident the PCPL will not be exceeded. The PCPL can only
be exceeded in an accident which has progressed beyond the design basis.
Initiation of venting to maintain the containment pressure below the PCPL
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assures- operability of the vent valves, safety/relief valves, and structural
integrity of the containment.

Positive effects of venting may include reducing core-melt likelihood, reduc-
ing the consequences of severe accidents, and avoiding containment failure.
However, the benefits of a hardened vent are limited to enhancing current
capabilities regarding vent paths, which were described above, not providing a
previously nonexistent capability.

During the Cycle 12 refueling outage, environmentally qualified, AC-powered
valve operators were installed on the containment spray MOVs. The benefit of
qualifying these valves was the ability to expand the use of drywell spray
under the revised EOPs. Although not a benefit to the TW sequence, drywell
spray can have a significant impact on the plant response to a LOCA. Use of
spray can be very effective in reducing containment pressure and temperature
and in scrubbing the containment atmosphere.

NNECO's Approach to Hardened Vent Path Issue

NNECO believes the risk of the TW sequence is low. Initially, we also
believeo that a hardened vent would further reduce the risk of this sequence
and provide a small improvement in overall plant safety at Millstone Unit
No. 1. However, uncertainty over the purpose of and design criteria for the
hardened vent, plus consideration of previously unidentified technical issues
related to interaction of the vent with existing plant systems, have shown
that additional analysis is required. It is not unreasonable to postulate
that the systems interaction effects could have a potential negative safety
impact if not designed properly. This additional analysis will focus on
determining whether the installation of a hardened vent will reduce the CMF at
Millstone Unit No. I for the TW sequence. At this time, it is not readily
a:parent that a hardened vent will appreciably reduce the CMF, especially
given the existence of the IC at Millstone Unit No. 1.

NNECO intends to utilize the IPE as the framework for the analysis. We have
committed to expanding the Millstone Unit No. I PRA model to meet the provi-
sions of Generic Letter 88-20. Following the actual IPE, we intend to evalu-
ate any potential design changes through ISAP Topic,1.113, consistent with
accepted past practice and the pending license amendment. Our decision
regarding installation of a hardened wetwell vent will be based on these
results. We are prepared to commit to the installation of a hardened vent,
provided a functional and cost-effective design is developed for the reduction
of the CMF for the TW sequence. Although our decision to install a hardened
vent will be based on its ability to reduce the CMF for the TW sequence, once
that decision is made, we intend to maximize the benefit of a hardened vent to
further reduce the CMF from other accident sequences and to protect contain-
ment integrity. We believe this approach to be consistent with the philosophy
behind accident management.

Notwithstanding the above, NNECO will be working with the BWR Owners' Group to
develop general design criteria and will tailor these to the Millstone Unit
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No. I design specifics. It is anticipated that such design criteria will be
available for NRC review by April 30, 1990. Presuming we decide to volun-
tarily commit to the installation of the hardened vent, plant-specific design
details will be developed as we complete the appropriate portions of the IPE
and study the possibility of systems interaction effects between the vent and
the existing plant design. Consideration will also be given to the conditions
under which the vent is able to operate and reclose, as well as potential
failure modes of the vent; e.g., random, seal degradation, and steam.

If the design criteria and related issues can be successfully resolved,.and we
conclude the hardened vent could be beneficial to the operators, we will
schedule installation in accordance with ISAP. Our intent would be to com-
plete installation during the second refueling outage from the date of this
letter. This is consistent with the Commission's goal of having this issue
resolved within approximately three years. NNECO is determined to satisfac-
torily address this issue and will inform the Staff of our decision not later
than December 15, 1990. We therefore recommend that the Staff not undertake a
backfit analysis for Millstone Unit No. I at this time.

In case the above approach is not acceptable to the Staff, we are including
our initial cost estimates in Attachment 1, as requested in Generic Let-
ter 89-16. These values are not considered bounding as the estimates are
based solely on concepts, rather than firm design criteria. As the Staff is
aware, costs can increase significantly as the design progresses from t.e
conceptual phase to the plant-specific final design. NNECO strongly prefers
to make any appropriate modifications only once, so the risk/benefit of
alternative designs wi.ll be fully considered before any implementation plans
are made.

Su7-arv and Conclusion

Our continuing objective is to expend our resources where the overall safety
return at the four units operated by Northeast Utilities is greatest. We are
not yet cor:,inced, however, that installation of a hardened vent at Millstone
Unit No. i would be in furtherance of that objective, nor do we believe that
installation of a hardened vent is needed to achieve "adequate protection,"
especially given the existence of an IC at Millstone Unit No. 1. As a multi-
unit utility, our objective is to thoroughly evaluate the safety issues at
each plant prior to expending our limited resources. Towards that end,
improving the calculated CMF at the Haddam Neck Plant, estimated to be above
10-'/year, is a current high priority corporate objective.

At Millstone Unit No. 1, NNECO has utilized the ISAP process and PRA analysis
to maximize returns, in terms of plant safety and performance. Our belief is
that the overall safety status of the various factors minimizing the impor-
tance of hardened vent capability is very positive. Several factors contrib-
uting to this positive status are:
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o Low Calculated CMF
o Low SBO Contribution to CMF
o Implementation of Revision 4 of EPGs
o Existing Venting Capability
o Isolation Condenser
o Drywell Spray Capability
o Significant AC-Power Options

-- Cross-Tie to two Millstone Unit No. 2 Diesel Generators
23-kV Flanders Line Feeding Emergency Station Services Trans-
former

NNECO's positive experiences with ISAP have demonstrated the program to be a
resource-efficient and cost-effective process for implementing plant improve-
ments, while the Millstone Unit No. 1 PSS has been shown to be an effective
yardstick for helping to determine the priority of each action. Expansion of
the PRA model, in conjunction with the IPE, is expected to provide quantita-
tive results on which a more rigorous evaluation of recommended Mark I
improvements, including hardened wetwell vent, can be based. Following the
actual IPE, NNECO will evaluate any potential design changes through ISAP.

We believe that the continued use of the proven ISAP program will allow
Millstone Unit No. I to maintain its record of operating safely, in accordance
with the Northeast Utilities' philosophy of spending its finite resources
where the greatest benefits can be achieved.

If you should have any questions, please contact my staff.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

E. :cz k a

Senior Vice President

cc: W. T. Russell, Region I Administrator
M. L. Boyle, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. I
W. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2, and 3

STATE OF CONNECTICUT)
ss. Berlin

COUNTY OF HARTFORD )

Then personally appeared before me, E. J. Mroczka, who being duly sworn, did
state that he is Senior Vice President of Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, a
Licensee herein, that he is authorized to execute and file the foregoing
information in the name and on behalf of the Licensee herein, and that the
statements contained '* said information are true and correct to the best of
his knowledge and belief.

t a ry Pub- ýMi ý.vlms Mvch 31.199
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Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I
Response to.Generic Letter 89-16

Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent
Cost Estimates

A. Cost Estimate for Hardened Vent Path

The initial cost estimate for installation of a hardened vent path,
similar to the design utilized by Boston Edison, is $1.1 million. The
conceptual design uses existing AC-powered containment isolation valves
to the maximum extent possible.

As mentioned in the cover letter, additional engineering is needed to
establish appropriate design criteria to ensure that the hardened vent
system fully meets its intended function. The cost estimates to install
a properly engineered hardened vent at Millstone Unit No. I may increase
dramatically based on the specific design requirements for flow, pres-
sure, single failure, environmental qualification for temperature and
radiation, and seismic support. Also, the cost estimates do not consider
potential backflow damper work, nor the implications to Millstone Unit
Nos. 2 and 3, located at the same site.

B. Incremental Cost Estimate for AC-Independent Design

The incremental cost estimate for an AC-independent design is an addi-
tional SO.6 million, for a total of $1.7 million. The conceptual design
includes installation of several DC-powered motor-operated valves, but
does not consider the issue of 24-hour post-SBO availability.
SECY 89-017 states that licensees implementing the SBO rule by use of an
AAC source need not provide additional power supplies, provided the
capacity of the AAC is sufficient for the requirements of both the SBO
rule and the vent design. Although no analysis has yet been performed,
it is expected that the above criterion would be met.
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= =f :W sequences and thus reduce the benefit of the hardened vent.
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Specifizaliy, the Oyster Creek plant design employs an Is'olation Condenser
Sys-em (ICS) shown schematically in Attachment i. There are two independent
:CS tra;.ns (one is pictured), each fully redundant, which are capable of
operatign independent of AC power. The ICS is a passive system with each train
cava_!e of removing at least 3 percent reactor power without rejecting heat
i.nto containment. Further, diverse sources of make-up water are available,
in:_udlng a source via redundant diesel fire pumps which are independent of
tne emergency AC power system. Since the isolation condensers remove decay
heat directly to atmosphere, containment would not be chosen as a primary hear
sink during reactor isolation sequences as long as IC's are available. Even r n
very unlikely sequences involving loss of both ICs, Oyster Creek has diverse
neat removal paths not available at plants considered in the NRC's reference
analysis. These include: 1) four containment spray heat exchangers with
ser.ice water supplies which are powered from diesel generators and are
independent of :C's and other paths, and 2) three shutdown cooling loops wi.t
service water independent of ICs and containment sprays which could be used for
secuences involving low reactor pressure. Thus, the likelihood of core damage

or zta;.nment over-pressure due to decay heat is extremely small.

:n addt..on to these existing heat removal paths, our planned modification to
atd an alternate AC (AAC) power source during the 14R outage will improve the
re'ýa-;ilty of AC power to further assure the availability of these heat
re-rova. pat-Is in the event diesel generators are unavailable. Early vintage
??A-type st;udes for Oyster Creek did not show decay heat removal sequences to
=e sz=rnifizant contributors. It is our expectation that the IPE, which is
:.rrent:'! underwav, will also show that TW sequences will represent a very
fra:tion of the total calculated COF. Therefore, the benefit of a hardened

azntanrent vent is substantially less than plants without ICS.

:n =ara le" with the IPE effort to evaluate ICS use, we will be working wit.
t.e BWR Owners' Group to develop generic design criteria for the hardened
•n .o. 7-e Owners' Group anticipates that generic hardened vent design crzte.=

= ec avaz.acie for NRC review by April 30, 1990.

We have =erformed preliminary engineering to develop a concept for a lardenet
yen-_ wc•.s sonematically shown in Attachment 2. This design is essent;ai..
..e sare as tnat which was described in Enclosure I to the generic letter,

exoe=: for the use of remotely operated valves instead of rupture discs, whiCn
.e currently consider to be more technically appropriate if a hardened vent is

;.nsta''ed. Our preliminary cost estimate for implementing this design is $2.1
..::ion based on installation in 1993. Our preliminary cost estimate for

ro.• fyir: the design to be independent of AC power is an incremental increase
cf r^.S mL.lion. The breakdown of these estimates by major element of cost •s
Zrnta>'_. in Attachment 3. This cost is well in excess of that assumed in tne

gener.c letter. Major cost components include the distance and route of the
ven: path, the reactor building penetration, length of cable/conduit runs to
th.e :ontrol room and the engineering of radiation monitoring and

:z=77st.on control features.
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As ex:laied above, for. Oyster Creek the inmallation of a hardened vent wou%.d
cost s ;s:an:tally more than the estimate in the generic letter and the
expected e-enefits would be substantially lower than the reference plant(s) due
t= cur n e design features. Thus the cost/benefit ratio is far different.
we thoroughIy examine the hardened vent issue in the IPE in the context cf
7W and all other sequences. We will also take into account other Mark

=n:ata.neren: issues identified by the staff.

ye tr yyou'-s,
;.etr.'Y y-,s

T.K roeberger

Acting Director
Technical Functions

C:: Atr r.n St rat= r

' .:ear :ezu'atorv Commission
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Mr. Alex .rzrneri;ck
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OC HARDENED TORUS VENT COST ESTIMATE

Baseline Engineering
Baseline Support
Hard Vent (AC Powered)

Materials & Labor

Nitrogen Purge
Materials & Labor

Subtotal

$ .4 Million
.2

.8

.1

51.5 Million

DC Powered System
Materials & Labor

S .6

Total
(Today's Dollars)

$2.1 Million

TOTAL SYSTEM INSTALLATION - 14R
FUTURE DOLLARS

AC System

DC System

$2.1 Million

$2.9 Million

ATT.ACHMENT 3



Commonwealth Edison72 West Acarms StTeei. Cricago minIois
A•cress ReDly to Post Oflice Box 767
ChicagD, IllinoIs 60690 - 0767

October 30, 1989

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Dresden Station Units 2 and 3
Response to Generic Letter 89-16
NRC Docket Nos. 50-237/249

Reference: Generic Letter 89-16, Installation of a
Hardened WetwellVent, dated September 1, 1989.

Dear Sir:

The referenced Generic Letter informed the licensees of Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR) plants with Mark I containments of the NRC program for
disposition of the issues related to the Mark I Containment Performance
Improvement Program. The Generic Letter encouraged licensees to voluntarily
install a hardened vent under the provision of 10 CFR 50.59, and requested
that licensees provide notification of their plans for this issue. This
letter provides Commonwealth Edison's (Edison's) response to that request.

SECY 89-017 indicates that the primary benefit of the hardened vent
is the reduction of risk associated with the TW (loss of decay heat removal)
sequence. Edison believes that actions necessary to mitigate this sequence
may be accomplished by taking full advantage of the isolation condensers
already Installed at Dresden Station Units 2 and 3.

Edison is evaluating the use of the isolation condensers as a viable
alternative to a hardened vent for the mitigation of a TW sequence. The BWR
Owners' Group (BWROG) is currently developing generic design criteria for a
hardened vent. It is anticipated that these criteria will be available by
April 30, 1990, for NRC review. Edison is participating in the BWROG's
efforts in order to provide the rationale for use of the isolation condensers
at Dresden Station. This rationale will be provided to the NRC by Edison 60
days following issuance of the BWROG's generic design criteria.

Edison will be performing an Individual Plant Examination (IPE) for
Dresden Station to fulfill the requirements of Generic Letter 88-20, with an
expected completion date of April 1992. Upon completion of this IPE. a review
of its results may identify additional considerations specific to Dresden
Station with respect to the TW sequence issue.

0296k:2



u. S. NRC -2 - October 30, 1989

Edison has completed a conceptual cost estimate for a hardened vent
similar in design to that depicted in the Generic Letter. The cost for this
type of vent design at Dresden Station Units 2 and 3 is estimated at
approximately $2 million. Providing AC.power independence could increase this
cost estimate by an additional $1 million.

Edison believes that utilization of the presently
condensers at Dresden Station significantly contributes to
Mark I Containment Performance Improvement Program.

installed isolation
closing the NRC's

Please direct any questions that you may have concerning this
response to this office.

Respectfully,

. . i

t4-1f, 1-ICE-1

M.H. Richter
Generic Issues Administrator

cc: A.B. Davis - Regional Administrator, Region III
Resident Inspector - Dresden

0296k: 3
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DRAMR

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Installation and Operation of Hardened
Vent From Suppression Pool Airs paces of

Boiling Water Reactions (BWRs) with
Mark I Containments

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Draft Generic Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant
Impact

SUMMTARY: The installation cf the hard pipe vent in Mark I plants will

reduce the environmertal consequences of a severe accident involving loss of

long-term decay heat removal capability and provide a significant improvement

in safety. Installation or use of the hard pipe vent will not have any

significant environmental impact.

The incremental occupational radiation dose for the proposed operation of

the hard pipe vent path is insignificant (unmeasurable) because the vent path

would be operated from the control room. The licensees should be able to keep

the small radiation doses associated with the installation of the hard pipe

vent path within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, and as low as is reasonably

achievable. Furthermore, the non-radiolocical impacts of the hard pipe vent

path will be insignificant. None of the alternatives is practical or

reasonable, and three of the alternatives would produce greater environmental

impact than the proposed action. Addition of the external filter would have

the same environmental impact as the proposed action, but at ar unreasonable

cost for minimal increase in benefit.

I Enclosure 2
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AIternative Use of Resources

This action does not involve the use of significant resources beyond the

existing resources used for piping and replacement parts at all nuclear plants.

Agencies and Persons Consulted

The NRC staff is initiating this action based on research performed by the

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. No other agencies or persons were

consulted.

DATE: The comment period expires [Insert a date allowing 60 days for

public comment]. Comments received after this date will be considered if it

is practicel to do so, but assurance of consideration can not be given except

to those comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESS: Send comments to the Regulatory Publication Branch, Division of

Freedcr of Information and Publication Services, Office of Administration,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555. Copies of the

comments may be inspected and copied for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room,

the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC.

FOP FURTHER INFORMATTON CONTACT: Mohan C. Thadani, Division of Reactor

Projects 1/I, Telephone (301) 492-1419, or John A. Kudrick, Division of Systems

Technology, Telephone (301) 492-CE71, Office of Nuclear Reactor Reeulation,

1!.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn, Washington, DC 20555.

L
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Background

In SECY-87-297 (Reference 1), the NRC staff presented to the Commission

its plan to evaluate generic severe accident vulnerabilities of containments.

The staff's plan included a program for Containment Performance Improvement

(CPT). This program was initiated to determine whether there may be generic

severe accident challenoes to light water reactor (LWR) containments that

should be assessed to ascertain whether additional regulatory guidance or

requirements concerning containment features are warranted. The staff concluded

that such assessments are needed because of the relatively large uncertainty in

the ability cf some L4P. containments (that is, Mark I) to successfully survive

some possible severe acrcdent challenges (as indicated by draft NUREG-115C

(Reference 2)). The CPI prograr is intended tn resolve hardware and procedural

issues related to generic containment challenges. The staff presented its

findincs related to the Mark I CFT prooram to the Commission in SECY-89-017

(Reference 3), deted January 23, 1929. Tr one of the findings, the staff

concluded that properly implemented venting can significantly mitigate potential

accident risks.

The capability to vent has long been recognized as important in reducing

risk at boiling water reactor (BWP) Mark I facilities for accidents involving

loss of ability to remove long-term decay heat (TW). Controlled venting at

pressures close to the co•tainment's pressure limits can prevent the long-term

overpressurization and failure of containment, the failure of emergency core

coolino system (ECCS) pumps from inadequate net-positive suction head, and the

failLre of the automatic depressurization system (APS) caused by the failure of

3
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ADS valves to operate. Venting of the containment is permitted in the BWR

emergency operating procedures. A vent path from wetwells of the containments

exists for some Mark I facilities. However, this vent path includes a ductwork

system that has a low design pressure of only a few psi. Venting under high-

pressure conditions (as would be required for accidents involving high-pressure

challenges, either before or after core melt) could fail this ductwork, releasing

the containment atmosphere into the reactor building (with eventual release to

the environment), and potentially contaminating or damaging equipment needed

for accident recovery.

In addition, with the existing hardware and procedures at some plants, it

may not be possible to open or to close the vent valves during certain accident

sequences. The inability'to operate the vent path valves could result in

uncontrolled release of containment atmosphere to the reactor building through

the failed sheetmetal ductwork. Therefore, venting through a sheet metal

ductwork path, as implemented at some Mark I plants, is likely to greatly

hamper or complic.te post-accident recovery activities, and is viewed by the

NRC staff as inadequate for minimizing the risks to the public health and

safety. For high-pressure ventino to be effective, the entire vent system must

be strengthened to withstand the expected venting pressure. On July 11, 1989

(Reference 4), the Commission endorsed the staff's view that the Mark I design

should include a hardened vent from the airspace of the containment wetwell,

and directed the staff to require a hardened vent capability for all Mark I

plants for which the requisite modifications could be shown to be cost-effective.

Ai
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Description of the Proposed Action: Installation of a Hardened Vent

The NRC staff's safety evaluation report (Reference 5) approved Revision 4

of the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) that included the staff's approval

for venting BWR Mark I containments. This approval indicated that venting with

the existing systems could reduce the likelihood of core melt and, in extremely

rare cases, could help avoid uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials

during severe core damage accidents. Since the issuance of Revision 4 of the

FPGs, additional insights indicate that a venting strategy that has a potential

to breach the vent path inside the reactor building could have significant

detrimental effects on (1) radiation exposure impact on personnel, (2) potential

plant recovery actions, and (3) public risk. A hard pipe vent capable of

withstanding the anticipated severe accident pressure loadings would eliminate

these disadvantages of using a vent path containing sheetmetal ductwork.

The use of the containment vent to prevent a core melt accident, by

reducing containrent pressure, would result in the release of very 1ow levels

of radioactivity associated with the reactor coolant. The reactor coolant

steam would be released to the suppression pool that would retain most of the

fission products. In the unlikely event of a core melt accident, venting of

the wetwell ?irspace would provide a scrubbed venting path to significantly

reduce the release of particulate and volatile fission products (radioactive

materials) to the environment. Only the noble gases would escape to the

environment without any attenuation. Venting would reduce the likelihood of a

late overpressure failure of the containment and would reduce offýite consequences

for severe accidents provided that the containment shell does not fail.
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If the shell fails because of a core debris attack (shell melt through by

core melt released to the containment floor), venting will provide little

benefit because fission products would be released directly into the reactor

building. However, if shell failure was delayed for a period of a few hours

(for example, by the addition of containment spray water over the molten core

debris released to the containment floor), significant scrubbing of radioactive

material would still take place. A recent analysis has been performed on the

effects of water on core debris in the drywell (Draft NUREG/CR-5423, "The

Probability of Liner Failure in a Mark I Containment" currently released for

peer review). Preliminary results indicate that the presence of substantial

quantities of water in the containment floor area on top of any molten core

debris (two to three feet of water overlying the core debris), that would

result from injection of water from available sources, will very likely prevent

containment shell melt through and failure as a result of a core debris attack.

The overlying pool of water will also provide scrubbing of fission products

released in the aerosols generated by core melt and concrete interactions.

As proposed in SFCY-F7-297 (Reference 1), the installation of a hard pipe

to bypass the ductwork from the wetwell airspace to the plant stack could

include (1) additicnal isolation valves tc isolate the ductwork path from the

hard pipe vent path. and (?) radiation monitor(s) to monitor any offsite

releases of radioactive materials, in case of venting. The proposed action

would prevent failure of the vent path inside the reactor building and, in the

unlikely event of core melt, would result in release only of residual fission

products (not scrubbed by the suppression pool) through the stack. Because the

vent. path is not expected to fail inside the reactor building, personnel would

be able tc repair equipment and perform other plant-recovery activities,

6
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provided the levels of radiation in the containment are not excessive. Further-

more, because the environmental conditions in the reactor building would not be

harsh, important equipment would not be expected to degrade or fail.

in the proposed action, ell potential releases through the hard pipe vent

will be scrubbed by the suppression pool water that will reduce the radioactive

material released to the environment, but will not decrease the release of the

noble gases. The effectiveness of the scrubbing is affected by the temperature

of the suppression pool water. Depending upon the temperature, the decontamination

factors could vary from three orders of magnitude to one order of magnitude,

but over the course of the accident, the effective decontamination factor would

be about tvc orders of magnitude. However, as long as water is present, all

releases to the vent will first pass through the water that will retain

substantial fractions of radioactive material. Additionally, the use of the

hard pipe vent could prevent or delay core degradation for those accidents

where containment failure resifLts in core degradation, as previously explained.

The estimated reductions in the values of the total core damage frequency

per reactor-yez.r are showu in Table I for each Mark I plant. The risk reduction

in man-reins per reactor year is also shown in Table 1 (The Lases and assumptions

for thFe staff analyses are presented in Reference 6). The hard vent path would

also provide additional risk reduction for those accidents where core melt has

occurred, because the suppression pool would scrub the radioactive material

released by molten core.

The VPC staff estimated the costs for installatior of the hard pipe vent

path to be about $750,000 (Reference 7). Costs were also provided by the

licensees for the Dresden. Fitzpatrick, Millstone, and Oyster Creek facilities.
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The costs are minimal when compared to the operating expenses of the plants and

are not excessive when compared to the significant enhancement of safety

achieved by the proposed action. The NRC and the licensees' costs are summarized

in Table 1.

Environmental Impacts of Installation and Operation of a Hard Vent

Radiological Impacts

The radiological impacts of installaticr of a hard pipe vent systen' should

not be significantly different from, other operational modifications that occur

at facilities such as reactors with Mark I containmerts. For example, a

conceptual analysis of radiation exposures for installation of a filtered vent

at the Limerick Generating Station indicates that annual. radiation exposures

(assuming 20 years of remaining plant life) would not exceed 2 man-rems per

reactor-year. The small radiation dose associated with this proposed plant

modification will not affect the licensee's ability to maintain individual

occupational doses within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, and is expected to meet

the criteria for the requirements of as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).

Each plant contains radioactive waste treatment systems that are designed

to collect and process the gaseous, liquid, and solid waste that might contain

radioactive material. The proposed irstallation of a hard pipe vent will not

affect any waste treatment systems or their effluents under normal plant

conditions or under design basis accident conditions.

8
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Installation of the hard pipe vent path should not significantly increase

the radiation dose to operating personnel or the public. Any increased doses

associated with the testing of the additional isolation valves should be

minimal and, in most cases, insignificant.

Thus, we have concluded that the proposed installation of the hard pipe

vent will not result in any significant increase in radiological impacts to

workers or the public.

Because the operation of the wetwell vent system is postulated for extremely

rare severe accidents, the impactF of the use of the wetwell vent system are

discussed in terms of environmental risks. As stated previously, the venting

from the wetwEll airspacE: is intended to (1) reduce the risk of over-pressure

failure of the containment and subsequent damaoe to the reactor core, and (2)

provide a scrubbed pathway (to decontamirate effluents) for containment pressure

rclief for rare situationr involvinq core damage. Table I shows a listing cf

reducticn of potential risks for &Il Mark I facilities caused by venting prior

to core damage. The reductions in potential risk are calculated to range from

15.3 to 2Ci.9 man-rerns per reactor year. For rare situations where core damage

could occur, venting could prevent containment failure and unmitigated release

of fission prcducts to the environment. Venting through the suppression pool

will ensure that most of the radioactive materials, excluding noble gases,

would be trapped in the suppression pool and would not be released to the

environment;. Therefore, the use of the vent syster, would reduce the radiolocical

risks posed by severe accidents involving core damage. These additional

benefits of venting have not been included in Table 1 results.
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Based on the preceding discussion, we conclude that there will be no

incremental environmental risks posed by operation of the wetwell vent system.

Non-radiological Impacts

The non-radiological impacts of installation of hard pipe vent system are

not expected to be different from other operational modifications that occur

at facilities such as reactors with Mark T containments during routine plant

outages.

No non-radiological efluents are expected to be affected by the installation

or use of the hard pipe vent. The proposed plant modification and use of hard

pipe vent W11 not require any change to the national pollution discharge

elirination system (NPDES) permit..

Therefore, the staff concludes that the non-radiological environmental

impacts of installing c hard.pipe vent will be insignificant.

Alternatives Considered

To prevent or delay containment failure caused by overpressurization, the

•tPC staff cornsidered the following alternatives to the proposed action:

1. The containment pressure could be relieved using the existing ductwork

vent path (the "NKo Action" option).

2. A hard pipe path to zr external filter could be installed.

3. An alternate means of removing the decay heat either from the reactor

or from cort.ainment could be instF.led.

i0
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4. Venting of containment could be prohibited.

Each of these alternatives to the proposed action is discussed in the

following paragraphs.

Existing Ductwork Vent Path (No Action Option)

This alternative consists of no action and continued venting of the

containment throuch the existing ductwork. However, the existing ductworks are

designed to withstand a pressure of a few psid (Reference 8). The ventino

pressures expected during some accidents will be substantially hiaher than the

ductwork design pressure. Consequently, venting could result in failure of the

ductwork and a direct release of reactor coolant steam into the reactor building.

The discharge of this high-temperature steam and other gases over an extended

period of time could pose a threut to the availability or performance of

safety-related equipment. In the event of core melt, the threat would be even

greater, because substantially large amounts of radioactive materials will be

released 0ith the stear, to the reactor building. Electrical cables, motor

operators or; valves, and relays could fail under these environmental conditions.

Adverse environmental conditions would also complicate personnel entry into the

reactor building. Calculations from a study that examined venting during an

anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) sequence indicated that a severe

environment (high temperature and radiation) would be present in the reactor

building during venting (Reference 9). The discharge of hydrogen under core

melt conditions could result in hydrogen burns or detonations inside the

reactor buildino. This ernvironment could hamper recovery efforts by preventing

II
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personnel access to the reactor building and preventing repair of systems

needed to terminate the accident. For these reasons, the existing Mark I

designs do not ensure an adequate reactor building environment after a severe

accident to permit personnel entry to regain control of the facility and do

not maximize the potential reduction in environmental risk. Thus, the staff

has concluded that the no-action alternative is unacceptable.

Installation of Hard Pipe Vent to External Filter System

This alternative is the same as the proposed action with addition of an

external filter. However, the external filter would not significantly increase

removal of radioactive material because the suppression pool would remove

nearly all material that could be removed by filtration. Consequently, the

additional reduction in risk caused by an external filter system is expected to

be smea'll. Moreover, an exter:raI filter would not yield an incremental reduction

in the core damage frequency beyond the reduction obtained with the hard pipe

vent airne. In both cF.ses, therc would be no retention of noble gases.

External filters have been estimated to cost $20 million (1982 dollars)

(Reference 10ý to $65 million (1987 dollars) (Reference 11) for the Filtra

design. Because the incremental benefit is very small compared to the proposed

action and the incremental cost is very high, this alternative is not considered

practical or reasonable.
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Installation of Other Means of Decay Heat Removal

In lieu of venting containment, an additional decay heat removal system.

could be provided to remove the heat from either the reactor or the containment,

or a system that has not been previously accounted for could be used on an ad

hoc basis, such as the reactor water cleanup system. Installation of a new

system was considered in NUREG-1289 (Reference 12), which is associated with

Unresolved Safety Issue A-45, "shutdown heat removal requirements." The instal-

lation of a new decay heat removal system was not found to be cost beneficial

in NURF(-1289. The use of another, previously unaccounted-for system was

estimated to require unusual or unplanned system piping line-ups, which, if

performed incorrectly or inappropriately, could reduce the likelihood of

accident recovery with normal systems or create a new and unanalyzed accident

sequence (Reference 13). Therefore, this alternative is not considered practical

or reasonable.

Ne Venting of Containment

Tlis alternative woulo remove the guidance in Revision 4 of the Emergency

Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) that instructs the operator to vent the containment

under certain conditions. In the event of the loss of long-term decay heat

removal capability without drywell failure, the containment drywell will

probably fail because of overpressurization. The drywell failure could have a

significart effect on the ability to return the plant to a safe and controlled

ccr,dition and would result in an increase in risk to plant personnel and to the

13
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public (Reference 14). Therefore, this alternative is not considered practical

or reasonable.

Finding of No Significant Impact

The staff reviewed the plant-specific features in conjunction with the

proposed hard pipe vent path modification relative to the requirements set

forth in 10 CFR Part 51. From the environmental assessment, the staff concluded

that there are no siorificant radiological or non-radiological impacts associated

w.-ith the proposed action and that the proposed mcdification will not have

significant adverse effects on the cuality of the human environment. Therefore,

the Commission has determined, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.31, not to prepare an

environmental impact statement for the proposed plant modifications.

14
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Table I

Plant Name

Browns Ferry
Browns Ferry
Browns Ferry
Brunswick 1
Brunswick 2
Cooper
Dresden 2
Dresden 3
Duane Arnold
Ferni 2
Fitzpatrick
Hatch I
Hatch 2
Hope Creek
Millstone 1

TW Frequency
(per reactor-year)**

Potential
Risk Reduction
(man-rems/ry*)*

Installation
Costs

* (million)**

1
2
3

2.3
2.3
2.3
4.5
4.5
4.5
1.4
1.4
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
6.3
1.4
4.5
1.4
1.4
3.6
3.6
2.3
4.5
4.5

E-05
E-05
E-05
F-OS
E-05
E-05
E-05
E-05
F-05
E-05
E-O5
E-05
E-05
E -05
E-OE
E-05
E-05
E-05
E-06
E-06
E-05
F -O01
F-O5
F-05

32.7
32.7
32.7
44.0
44.0
45.6
50.2
50.?
55.0

192.4
65.5
39.?
39.2

281.9
35.1
33.9
15.3
55.4
15.5
15.5
31.2
94.1
94.1
28.9

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.00
1 .00
0.75
0.75
0.68
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.10
0.75
0.75
1.50
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

Monticello
Nine Mile Point 1
Oyster Creek
Peach Bottom 2
Peach Bottom 3
Pilgrim
Quad Citi'e 1.
Quad Cities 2
Vermont Yankee

* reactor year
** Reference 15
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